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HOW WOULD YOU like to make $3000 this
summer? I,) Must be willing to relocate. Z.) Must be

Independent. 3.) Must be a hard worker. 4,) Must

have entire summer

fr~e.

For an interview stop by

SUB 231-D, April 6 or 'l, 12:00, 3:00, 6:00 or 9:00
pm.
04/07
FREE BOULDER WEEKEND: Tow my VW Van
from Truth or Consequences to Boulder and J will

pay your round-trip expenses and provide you with
housing, meals, and hospitality, Call (303) 494-5360
collect.
04113
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS,
Casey Optical Company, 255-8736
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con~
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to ChoOse,
~ 294-0171.
. 04/28
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON???? Natural Sound
Records ~nd Tapes storewide sale is now in hs third
~f mont h··the longest sale in the history of New Mexico,
Q.)
All 6.98list LP's are 3.99, all7.98 list LP's are 4.89.
~ ,Higher list LP's and all tapes, 1.00 orr t~gular price,
~
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records a11d
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
J. 99 up. Bring dOwn your unwanted J;ecOrds and
tapes and trade for cash or new music. Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard S~, (across from
Hippo lee Cream), and SOI~A Menaul NE.
04/14

z

GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now aVai!able, SUB 1)_9x Office. $2.50. ·
tfn

...

1ST ANNUAL EVERY,THING must go spring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off a1 Pipe & Tcbao:o:o
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM. M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-S. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puis any pipe on layaway!) .. ·
04/10
HAIR-AUDITIQN8-SUNDAY 419 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas,
Santa Fe. Come and/or call 983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate cay pride. Call 268-9240 for information.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, Apl'il
lOth thru April 15th. Meet in Johnson Gym at 4:30 by.
trophy case.
04/l I
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ--Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
ROIBAL, IT LOOKS like we've got it together.
04/07
We're number one. Deceased Editors.
·PIANO AND RECORDER lessons by experienced
04/07
teacher. Call Linda, 247-8158.
START A PRESIDENT. Vote for Swanson. p/b reg.
04/07
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE starts Monday, ApriiiO- Watch LOBO for valuable coupon!
04/07
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOUR!! Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
envelope, Scuba Office before4/14/78.
04/12
TCH IS COMING. Pd ror by EO.
04/07
HATS! HATS! HATS! Make your own and get a
prize at La Posada's Mad Hauer's Contest, Aprill2,
at 6 pm in dining hall. For information,. call Mrs.
04/11
Compton at 277-5415.
NINE PEOPLE WHO CARE about what's going on
at UNM-- Vote COALITION.
04/07
GUITAR LESSONS: FOLK, classical, rock and jazz.
Experienced teacher. Call Marc, 247-8158.
04/07
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour ... evcry Friday from S;30 to 7:30.
04/07

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
"
LOST: BLACK LEATHER wallet. Please return to
mailing address on driver's license. No questions
asked.
04/07
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identiry. Kim,
881·1258.
04/lO
FOUND: GREGORY CHARLES JOHNSTON'S ID
in Sara Reynolds Hall. Claim Art Office, Room 204.
04107
FOUND: OVERGROWN PUPPY--some labrador
blood. Has white on chest, orange ribbon around
ncek. Found near Purdue Pl. and Amherst. 277-5240
or 255·8404.
04/07

t
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GSA PARTY
ftldc:\y, Aptll 7
8:30Pm
Golden Inn
Ple~se Bring ID C~rds
m~y

Bring One Guest
With One c~rd

, FOUND: LEVI JACKET, near Art Dept, Office.
identify und chtim in Art Dept, Rm. 204-,
04/12
FOUND; POCKET CALCULATOR in UNM Kiva
classroom, two weeks ggo,ldentify. 277-4034. 04/12
FOUND: WALLET BELONGING to Vincent
Marlon Brewer. Claim Rm. 105, Marron Hall, 04112
REWARD! I SMALL! BLACK, pre8n&nt (?)Terrier,
lost from Zirnmerman during Spring break, 281-5817.
04112

·3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
trn
QA TYPING SERVICE~ A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
:lcholastic. Charts&. tables. 345-2125,
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787,
trn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 24204/07
2266.
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
04/10
265-!164.
TYPING-- CALL 266-0142.
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
04/10
revision, research. 281-3001.

4.

HOUSING

SINGE!\ SEWING MACHINE, Equipped to but·
tonhole, monogram, d:arn, fancy palterns. Pay
$19.00 and take machine, 268-4393,
·
C4/10
NEW SANSUI RECEIVER system, Will sacrifice
equity, Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only I system, Assume small monthly payments. 266- ..
mi.
WIO
SONY TRINITRON COLOR. Big screen, tint
controls, new factory watranty, take over small
monthly payments till balance is naid off, 266-5872.
04110
.
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE, Color
tel!:~jsion, unclaimed lay-a.way, automatic, fine
tun mg. No down payment, small monthly payments.
04/10
266-4393.
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200, 268-8303, 2680754.
·
04/t I
ANTIQUE 'CLOTHING, NEW group--Large
collection, 1900-1919 whites, gowns, velvets, new
1.9JO's-1940's never~worn dresses. Friday only, 12 pm
1115 pm.419DallasNE. Cash only,
04/07
'72 VEGA SEDAN. E"'cellent condition. Economical
4-speed. $800. Must sell. Cal)SBI-2670 after 5 pm.
04/II
'12 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, battery, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Call881-6852arter5pm.
04/Ii
'72 PLYMOUTH $750. 266·9882.
04/11
RED KIRBY--ONLY $59 with commercial )1eavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04110
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT,. Great coridition,
883-4430.
r'
04110
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
leading edges, Inverted struts, excellent coridition.
836-0134 after 5:30 or Y.t:etkends.
~/12
72 TOYOTA 4-DOOR WAGON, 4-cyl, 4 speed,
overhauled, economical, dependable, nice car, $1775,
345-Sil8.
041!0
PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. S220/pr.
255-2274,294-3416.
04/13

6. ·EMPLOYMENT
~JVE~IN

5.

FORSALE

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, t\ccessories,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
04/14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxe!l C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 256-1495.
04/17
YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 90J series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAl 6300 10 inch reello reel tape
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian at 265.-8418 and
leave message.
tfn
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
other fine makes. From New Mexico's only direct
04/07
importer. R.C. Hallet's, 843-9378,
'71 PINTO AIC, DEPENDABLE, reasonable, 2684~74 after 6 pm.
04/07
MOVING SALE: 71 Maverick, TV, furniture. 2175237,266-9945.
04/07
EXCELLENT TUNE-UPS SIO. Bob, 265-4054,2653225,
04/07
10 SPEED ••ASTRA" Bicycle 1V1: years oldexcellent condition-plus extras, S6S. Call Earl 26804/10
9949.
1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
4-doot, very reasonable. 6614 Cenlral SE.
04/JO
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Tappan microwave
oven, brand new browning element, adjustable
shelves. Very smaU monthly payments. 266-5872.
04110
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum cleartcr, clean oil and adjust, $3.9S. 2665871.
04/10

HOUSEKEEPER, MATURE, responsible,
pleasant personality, to do house·sitting, be mindful
of 9-year.old girl, iron, shop, and occasionally travel
with family, in exchange for room with bath, board,
and excellent salary. Please reply to: Nanny, Box
04/07
9335, Albuquerque, NM 87119.
GOT THOSE SUMMER work blues? Smile-~students
working 11ationally known program made approximately $250.00 per week in 1977, For more
information, call883-8181.
04/07
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH technical
background to do bibliographic/literature searching
part-time. Technology Application Center, 2500
Central SE. 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava. 04/07
LIVE·IN AIDE for young handicap women. Female
preferred. Call af1er 5:30 pm. Basically evening and
weekend work. Must drive. Call821~ 7735.
04/l.J
OVERSEAS J08S--SUMMER/Year.round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, SS00$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
04128
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER, OPINION surveys,
part time; no experience necessary. Will trainj
students/non-students; interviews to be held April
13,14; Call Urban Observatory 277-5638 for ap.
pointment.
04/ll
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Council inc.: DIRECTOR-group home. MA Guidance & Counseling, experience
in programmatic planning, supervision, implementation, leadership and coordination.
STUDENT ADVISOR.. two positions. One full-time,
one part-time. Third year college stud~nts or comparable experience. HOUSEPARENTS--One married
couple and relief houseparcnt part· time. BA in Social
Science: or comparable experience. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience in effective interpersonal
relationships preferably with Natvie American Youth
is desirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All
Indian Pueblo Councillnc., lOIS Indian School Rd.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197. Deadline.
04/1
t4.

.

EARN $50 A DAY m~king deliveries. Must have car,
musl be ,putgoing. Call Mlc~h at 883-8182,
04/10
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. CIMARRONCITA
Boys Camp int~rv_iewing for counselors. Postions
available to men with experience in Arts & Crafts, or
N.R.A, Riflery. For further information, call Bill
3:30to5;30,266-4137,
04110

7.

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving·.l.T.C. 265-9860.
04/07
INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurailpasses, travel information available at Intercontinental Travel Centre. Our services arc free\ 2659860.
.
.
04/07

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND OFFICES: Walkup; unique; safe; $30-$200 a month, Rosenwald
B).lilding, J1ourth and Central. 242-6166 1 298·6046.
04/07
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: START your retail
business at the Downtown Bazaar, Stails: $7 ,00/day,
$100.00/month. Open Monday-Saturday. Rosenwald
Building. Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046,
04/07
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions. 344-6470
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04124
SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business.
Call Mark al ALPHA Systems, 255-3367, TODAY.
.
04120

!t-?23't;JW
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52 China: .
Comb. form
1 Circus
53 Curler's cap
employee
54 Elementary
initials
6 Caress with
the lips
57 Mine prod1 0 Meola
uct
59 Go--·---:
14 Fred
Astaire's
Fight
sister
61 Large
15Wateranimal
bound land 64 Short busi16 Arm bone
ness trip
17 Georgian's 67 Flair
neighbor
68 Of any kind
19 Cut lengthat all
wise
70 Descended
20 Cows'
71 French
stomach lincomposer
lngs
72 Anoint:
21 Big Calgary
Archaic
73 Scout units
event
23 Taut
74 TV dlstor25 Filthy place
lion
26 As you say 75 Act playfully
27 Remainder:
Abbr.
DOWN
29 Chinese
tree
1 Perception
31 Finale
2 City in
33 Oil: Prefix
Judah
34 Of bristles 3 Of no value
36 Airplane
4 Marry on
area
theQT
40 Far---5 Eases up
42 Curio
6 Relatives
44 Extinct
7 Fertility
45 Vertical
goddess
stair part
a wooden
47 Of a nerve
strips
branch
9 D.C. or Ot49 Church
tawa body
vessel
1o Tooth edge
50 Irish setter 11 Tin Pan-----

SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line. Slightly used
but s!lll.under warrar,ty. Push button bobbin-winder,
blind hems, has hundre~s of fancy Mitches, Regularly
$800, now $150 cash, 296-5115.
0'1/10
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Friday is the final day to drop
.a class. There is no charge.
'

.

UNITED Feature Syndicate

12 Mean
13 Dislikes
1 8 Publisher
22 Asiatic starling
24 Penetrate
27 Dutch settler
28 Russian
range
30 Festive dos
32 Performed
35 Extent
37 Cruising: 2
words
38 Prayer
wheel user
39 Netherlands
export
41 Man's
nickname

Robert Roibal

Ann·ounphy

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

Presidential Candidate Ann
Dunphy said she thinks her political
experience will enable her to do an
effective job as ASUNM president.
Dunphy, an ASUNM senator
for two years and president protempore of the senate, is vice
chairman of her wqrd and was a
delegate to the state Democratic
convention.
"In lobby efforts that involve
city and state I'll be able to work
well with the legislators because I
know them," she said.
The
21-year-old
junior
majoring in geology said she would
research the possibility of having a
cooperative bookstore with lower
prices, using the facility at Portland
State University as a model.
Dunphy said she would also
like to expand day-time activities
and move some of them, such as
rock bands, onto the mall during
the warmer months.
ASUNM should intervene with
the administration on the part of
"neglected groups" such as dance,
drama and music students with the
administration, she said.
The Highland High School
. graduate said she would improve
relations between the senate and the
president "as soon as I'm elected
president by having rap sessions to
, iron out problems. 1 know most of
.these people. If the senate would
just realize it was a tool of student
government it could be effectiv~.
In the recent senate heanngs,
Dunphy said she voted "for a
figure the ·groups said they could
live with." She said she placed her
voting priorities on groupos that
"needed memey to survive. The
clubs came second."
To get more money for
ASUNM, Dunphy said she would
work for an activities fee for parttime students.

43 Light boats
46 Sala
48 " ... I'll take

the--...... -.. -.."

51 Snarls
54 Draw----on
55 "-----of the
Yukon"
56 Fetter
58 Frome or
Allen
60 Sports site
62 Noun endings
63 Luminous
ring
65 Feminine
nickname
66 Squirrel's
nest
69 Drag

COPIES
.Overnight
· 3¥2cea
·. 4<sameday

Robert Roibal said that as
president of ASUNM he would
open his office to all students to
make the presidency more accessible to the student body.
Roibal, a 26-year-old senior,
said he would hold open forums so
that UNM officials could defend or
debate current issues. "l would like
to get an ASUNM forum se1ies that
would be Albuquerque and
community oriented," he said.
An anthropology major who
has served as an ASUNM Senator,
Roibal also said, he would like to
see the New Mexico Public Inter~st
Group (NMPIRG) independent of
ASUNM. "I'd like to see PIRG
hav~ independent status as long as
the students vote on it," he said.
Roibal, who has also served on
Ann Dunphy
Robert Roibal
the PIRG Board of Directors, said
''They should pay a percentage students need to be more educated
based on the number of hours on labor issues. "There are outside
f
they're taking. It's only fair to the issues related to work that the 0
our party (Students for
full-time students."
Progressive Action) is to acri vate
D
h
'd h .
students need to be educated on. the students. It's not II'ke the 60s
unp Y sai s e IS a strong Students and workers can't do
supporter of the New Mexico
when it :was necessary then. It is
things all by themselves," he said.
Public Interest Research Group.
more political now," he said.
" The Regents raised the$2 fee
Turning to campus issues,
for PIRG, not for ASUNM." She Roibal said he wants to see more
Roibal is running on the slate
called PIRG "a very viable part of parking spaces, lower tuition and with Rudy Miera, a vice
UNM life."
increased financial aid.
presidential candidate.
. On the question of raising the
activity fee to raise ASUNM's kitty
Dunphy said she would suppo~
"I would like ~o see the
He said he feels the proposed
sue!'! a _f!lOV e onlv-if"~' Ir.r&e~n II mhA~~J.)~M.~gg.Qy~~ll.lill.\!!.J<l!>~by;?-'''13~......,:- ~- ....... -·-~·'··'•·t' 't'-'~iilor stuu<:i'lts support~ 1 ·
.
aid and get lower mterest rates..
means non-ASUNM. stu ~n s
on the. other stde of the com, tuition keeps going up, 1 would hke get to vote too," Rmbal smd of the
Dunphy said she would work .to to see higher financial aid," he proposal to have part-time students
stop a tuition hike by lobbying With said.
ay an activity fee acccording to the
both the UNM Regents and the
~mount of hours they are taking.
Board of Educational Finance.
"If we had the support of a lot
Roibal, who has worked on the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee
of different groups, we could do and the Rad 1.0 Board, said he wants
k'
.
R 'bat
something."
On the par mg ISsue, 01
0
She is not running on a party organizations like the ~0~ , said he would like local surveys to
slate and is running with vice- Graduate Student Assscmation, be taken to find out what the
PIRG and KUNM to work together students want.
presidential candidate Ricardo on common issues. "The purpose
Zuniga
'

..

Mimi Swanson

No Minimum

. KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Ne\IV Mexico Daily Lobo
Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylf

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimwn charge
Terms Cash in advance

•

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $._____ Placed by ------Telephone:_ _ _ _ __

-

'Pres, VP Platforms Presented

.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mnico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): I. Penonals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

.

.
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T-DDA'f'S CIDSSIDBD PUZZLB
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Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of-New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

J..

Presidential candidate Mimi
Swanson said she feels she can be
effective in running ASUNM due to
her experience in government
management as a GS-7. She also
maintains that her proposals are
realistic and possible.
"My administration will be
based on competency. I'll emphasize recruiting people from
differents schools (of the university) so they can apply their
education." the28 -year-old junior
said.
Swanson, who is a business
and political science major, said
there is a greater need for evening
classes. The university should
expand its evening class offerings to
get a jump on the community
college, she said.
An ASUNM Senator for the
last year, Swanson also . said a
committee must be established "to
evaluate the proper form of
taxation of part time students."
She said she is in favor of polling
students, as well as faculty and
administrators, to find out what
they think on matters tilat affect
them.
Swanson, who has worked
with the Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs during her
tenure as a senator, said student.
government is presently discredited.
"We must win back the credibility
of student government," she said.
"A president has to create
enthusiasm and generate curiositv.

separate PIRG from studem
government. She added that she
would work to change PIRG's
method of funding to a check off
system where students would decide
whether they want to pay the PlRG
fee when they pay their tuition.
As president, Swanson said she
will seriously pursue the feasibility
of a multi-purpose recreational
building on campus. A marketing
survey to assess the needs of
students should be taken, ~"'e said,
as well as a survey of the university's administrators.
She said she wants to expand
the Lobby Committee's for increased state funding to UNM.
Swanson said she will pursue an
internal lobby effort with UNM's

. Central SE
oing orders call
1

u::,-s~;;

Here are the platforms of the
qmdidates for ASUNM president
and vice president in Wednesday's
ASUNM Spring General Election.
The LOBO has interviewed the
three candidates for president and
the five who are vying for vice
president.
In tomorrow's issue, we will
present the platforms of the 27
candidates for seats on the Senate.
Each of the candidates was
asked to give the LOBO a statement
and then questioned on issues in
this campiagn such as the New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, part-time students fees and
lobbying efforts.

Sun Study
Scheduled
The New Mexico Energy
E xtensiOn
·
Serv1ce
·
WI·11 b e spansoring three Passive Solar
Workshops at various Albuquerque
locations.
The workshops are free and
?riented t?w~d . those wh? a~e
mterested m domg somethmg m
solar but don't know. what to do or

,_,__frereTstr1escheduic :r -,,,

A ril 13 _ East San jose
P . C
18 l> Williams
Commumty ent~r,
SE; from_ 7 p.m.- W P1jmp k C _
:"pnl 17 --: 1 eMs ~r. Ro~d
mumty Center, R
oun am 0
NW; from 7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
Th
d'
h
k h
ose atten u'lg t e war s ops
will receive free booklets on how to
construct solar greenhouses and
literature describing active and
·
1
t
Tl
passive so ar sys ems.
10se
planning to attend are asked to call
277-3661 to register.

International Dances
wrap Up Festival
A display of versatile and colorful African fas~ions opened the
cultural program at the' International Festival Saturday mght.
The -program, which culminated an after~oon bazaar of liooths
featuring food and arts and crafts from 19 countnes, was marred by a lack
of seating and ventilation and by lengthy pauses between performances.
The show was scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. but did not get under way until
an hour later.
.
For the several hundred people who survived these inconvemences, the
international students presented a myriad of dances and songs from
around the world.
.
The students from the Philippines lit up the stage With a dance calle.d
"Pandanggo Sa Ilaw Oasioas," in which they balanced candles on thw
heads and palms.
. .
Several awards were also presented to st.ude.nts and admi?tstrators
who had been of outstanding service to the international center thiS year.

rafficking Reduced

~~R'~

.

Bourne said use of cocaine is widespread, but
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3:~~~~~ <:;arter's chief "it's a much less consequential substance." He. said
.·:
~ubhshed Sunday the typical American cocaine user is o?e wh~ IS afUmted States today fluent and who "enjoys the pleasant h1gh which the
. .
drug can induce.
"These people also tend to employ reasonably
. psych1~tr!st,
hero!n t~affir.k!.ng good judgement in using the drug," he sa; d.
.
dechne m heromHe said the administration's cocaine strategy !S to
l,e,ration be.twee~ the keep the drug's price "inordinately high" by imposing
fare.
'\IJ?rO~ed Situation.. strict law enforcement measures.
,
~1on s p~ogress m
While he called heroin "the most senous st~eet
1~her major drugs. drug in terms of the health haz~rds a?d cnme
:;allr reduced th~ -.sociated with it," Bourne said the mcre~smg u~e of
;Umted St~tes ...s · PCP or "angel dust" by young people "1s the smgle
level m seven most significant drug problem."
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By Califano, Blumenthal

Vice Presidential Candidates

Tuition Tax Credit Bill Blasted
WASHINGTON (UP!) -The
In a letter to Ways and Means federal policy," They said the
~
1 s wou1d provide three or four
Al Ullman, ered't
administration issued a blast at Comm1'ttee Ch~lrman
tuitiop tax credit legislation D-Ore., Treasury Secretary W. times more federal support for
Sunday, charging it would change Michael Blumenthal and HEW private school children than for
government policy to provide more Secretary Joseph Califano said the public school children.
financial aid to those attending net effect of tax credits would be "a
private schools than pub~l~ic~sc~h~o~o:ls~.,_:m;!al~·o~r,.:a~nd;:_~;:~!:~!:l::f~in~-~T~h~e~W~a~y~s;..!a~n~d_!M~e~a~n~s~C~o!!m:;.,

mittee has scheduled hearings for
Monday and Tuesday on legislation
that would allow students or
parents of students in colle.ge,
vocational schools and in some
cases parochial and other private
elementary and high schools to

World News
M illionairess' Kin Goes to Trial
BRAINERD, Minn. (UP!) The son-in-law of millionairess
Elisabeth Congdon goes on trial for
her murder Monday, nine months
·after she was found smothered in
the bedroom of her movie-set
mansion on the shores of Lake
Superior.
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Roger Sipes Caldwell, 43, goes
on trial in Crow Wing County
district court on two charges of
first-degree murder in the slaying of
the 8 3-year-old woman and her
night nurse, Velma Pietila, 67,
during the night of June 27, 19 77.
The maximum penalty in Minnesota is life imprisonment.
Miss Congdon, an invalid, was
smothered with a pillow in her bed.
The nurse was blundgeoned to
death with a brass candlestick, one
of the many pieces making up the
fine furnishings of the 39 -room
mansion.
The trial, Minnesota's most
sensational in recent history, was
expected to last four to six weeks.
Caldwell, a gaunt, goateed
Colorado rancher, is the second
husband of Marjorie Congdon
Leroy Caldwell. She and Mrs.
Jennifer Johnson, of Racine, Wis.,
were adopted as infants and reared

in luxury by Miss Congdon, who
never married.
Mrs. Caldwell, described as a
"spendthrift" in official trust fund
papers, and Mrs. Johnson are the
main inheritors of a fortune
estimated at close to :16 million left
by Chester A. Congdon, a pioneer
lumber and mining magnate, who
died in 1916.

-

The case had all the elements
of a mystery novel. The foreboding
mansion on Duluth's fashionable
London Road had been used for the
filming of the 19 71 mystery movie,
"You'll love my mother," starring
Patty Duke and Richard Thomas.
The state is expected to portray
Caldwell as a free-spending playboy
who couldn't wait for the
inheritance to be passed on
naturally.

subtract$25 to $00 from their taxes
each year for tuition.
A tax credit· is taken directly
from taxes owed as opposed to a
deductibn or exemption which is
subtracted from income before
taxes are calculated.

Fight!ng Engulfs
Lebanon Capital
BEIRUT;.Lebanon (UPI) -Heavy artillery, machine-gun and rifle fire
engulfed southeast Beirut Sunday in an apparent clash between Christians
an_d Moselms who battled during Lebanon's bloody civil war, witnesses
sa1d.
The battle, the most serious in the capital since Christians clashed with
Syrian peacekeeping troops in February, erupted shortly before dusk and
lasted about three hours, they said.
·
The gunfire exchanges were between the predominantly Christian
suburb of Ain Rummaneh and the adjacent Moselm community of Shiaa,
residents and passing motorists said.
Armed Moslem militiamen.. rushed onto the streets near Shiaa after the
firing began and jeeploads of Palestinian guerillas armed with Soviet-made
AK47 rifles raced through the area with sirens whining.
Residents said there· appeared to have been casualties but there was no
immediate indication how many.
One Ain Rummaneh resident said Palestinian officials last week tried
to move some refugees from the Israel invasion of south Lebanon into
buildings along the Ain Rummaneh-Shiaa boundary.
The rightists had protested "and there has been a lot of bad blood
since," he said. "This has been brewing for a week or so."
Western diplomats have warned the northern exodus of P11lestinians
fleeing from the Israelis would put a heavy strain on Christian-Moslem
relations around Beirut, which has been relatively quiet since the end of the
civil war.
Other Ain Rummaneh resident said the clash was triggered by Shiaa
residents who they said tossed a grenade into a pinball parlor in the
Christian section.

Policeman Killed, 2 Held Hostage
Mental Patient Surrenders

POLLWORKERS
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ASUNM Elections
April 1Oth

12:00 &.. 2:00
Room 231-D SUB

Post The Daily Lobo

You can put the campus
in a mailbox for just $10
per year. That includes
daily mailing of all issues
of the Daily Lobo and
weekly mailings of the
Summer Lobo.

EUREKA, Mont. (UPI) - A
former mental patient allegedly
~
jJ'Q.C.IVUili:tfi ana
held two people hostage near the
small northwest Montana town of
Eureka before being routed from
the house by tear gas late Saturday
night.
.... .,_,_

-
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The Lincoln County Sheriff's
Department said Clyde Rector,~.
a stone mason, surrendered shortly
before midnight, ending a ninehour standoff between the suspect
and about 25officers from several
law enforcement agencies. Rector
was being held Sunday in the
Lincoln County jail at Libby.
Authorities said the incident
began Saturday afternoon when
officers spotted Rector on a Eureka
street and tried to serve him with a
warrant charging him with violating
his probation from Warm Springs
State Hospital.
Rector fled in his pickup truck.
After a high-speed chase, he
stopped and shot at his pursuers,
killing patrolman Michael M. Ren,
30, and slightly injuring Deputy

Sheriff Michael J. Sturmak, 23,
who had stopped behind Rector's
truck.
. After the shooting, authorities
said, Rector burst into the home of
Orangie Van Horn, ll, and Marion
Van Horn, 60, and held the pair

hostage until about 8 p .m., wen
h
they escaped.
Witnesses said that after the
hostages left their house Rector a
skilled woodsman, ran o~t the b~ck
door· into woods. For the next hour
and a half, police reportedly feared
that Rector might slip through
police lines.
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About
People

Rudy Miera

ASU NM vice presidential
candidate Ricardo (Zuni) Zuniga
said he would like to help UNM
students who are "here to study"-those not in campus organizations.
The 20-year-old Valley High
School graduate said, "I'd like to
help those students culturally. I'd
like to lobby for money from the
,
senate to build an amoitheater so
students can have e~tertainment
~
without going through the expense
of an indoor facility like Popejoy
Hall."
He said there should be more
activities on the mall geared toward
Zuniga said he thinks PIRG is
the student who is here to study.
a good organization and that the
"Students in organizations
current funding of NMPIRG is
nave functions and activities. I'd
"equitable for the students."
like to help the students who are not
He said, ''The $40,000 NMin organizations," Zuniga said.
:n~C! will get for I 9 7 8 -79 year is
Zuniga would propose a
JUStified. The organization does a
bookstore co-op program in which
lot of good."
a board of directors would be set up
.
Zuniga, who has been involved
who would decide" on book
m student government since he was
reimbursement for returned books
in high school, has been an
al the end of the year.
ASUNM senate aide for Joe
"The reimbursement would be
Gorman.
calculated on a percentage basis " ·
He attended Portland State
Zuniga said. "Students would ha~e
University his freshman year and is
to keep all their receipts and the
~urre~t!Y a UNM junior majoring
money they wou!d get back be
m political science.
figures from that total."

~

Rudy Miera, 24, is a junior
majoring in art education. He
works at the cultural center, is a
· memb~r of the Equal Rights
Council and the radio board. He is
running on the Students for
Progressive Action slate.
Student input into the financial
aid program is one of Miera's
priorities. He said he would like to
see an ex!J!;utive committee of
students give advice in the way the
aid program is run.
He wants more city-University
contact, he said.
"One issue is the formation of
Rudy Miera
a city police review board I would
like to see that students a;e part of
any such board.''
Student, faculty and staff
On PIRG, Miera said he would partcipation in activities is an area
~ik~ to see that the group's funding · lacking at UNM, he said. The
IS mdependent of ASUNM, and reason, he said, is that not many
would bypass the budgetary re~lly know what is going on. He
process.
said the senate should take on part
He also said he would like "a of_ the res~onsibility in providing
closer working relationship between tlus type of mformation.
KUNM, the LOBO and ASUNM."
"For instance, the staff of the
He said one example would be Univemity is allowed to take classes
getting more prior notice of senate free .. A lot are not aware of that.
meetings, "not just reporting after The senate could help with getting
the fact."
the information out," he said.
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A Spectator Sport
BOSTON (UPI) - Actor John
Wayne watched parts of three
sports events o'n television this week
and walked around his room a bit
more, a Massachusetts General
Hospital spokesman said Sunday.
Wayne, who underwent open
heart sur~ery last Monday, watched
parts of both the Los Angeles
Dodger-Atlanta Braves, and
Boston Red Sox-Chicago White
Sox baseball games Saturday,
spokesman Martin Bander said.
The 70-year-old "Duke" also
c~ug~t a portion of Saturday
mght s Boston Bruins-Toronto
Maple Leafs hockey game Bander
'
sa1'd .
Wayne was taken from intensive care to the MGH intermediate care facility for open
heart surgery patients Saturday.
The star of more than 200
films, who 14 years ago lost part of
his. left lung to cancer, has been in
satisfactory condition since the
operation, which replaced a
defective mitral valve in his heart
with a valve from a pig's heart.
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Busch Gardens Builds
_Loch Ness Monster
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. (UP!)
- One of the scariest roller coasters
in the world is nearing completion
at Bush Gardens Amusement Park.
Named the Loch Ness
Monster, after Scotland's legendary
demon, the new thrill ride will have
an almost vertical drop lll feet.
Three loop-the-loops and a half
mile race course at speeds up to 70
mph. Two thousand persons an
hour will be able to ride the
" mons t er, " sa1'd Jo h n Roberts
•
.general manager of the park.

.

.

Inn-credible
. .offer. ·.
-

·' .
'
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Promoters claim the twominute ride, scheduled to open
June I, will provide the same
sensation as a blast off aboard a
rocket.
The coaster's builders, Arrow
Development Co., Mountain View
Calif., estimate the constructio~
cost at more than $million.
A visit to Busch Gardens
shows modern-day amusement
parks offer many of the same attractions of the nation's original
playlands.
America's first "Petting Zoo"
at Coney Island has been recreated
with "Petting Pens."
The comparison comes to an
end at the admission gate. There is
an entrance fee of $8 , 7 Sat Busch
?ardens, although the charge
mcludes free rides or visits to more
than 40 attractions.
At the original Coney Island
the a~mission charge was 10-cents:
But ndes were extra. They cost a
nickel.
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Come to Marron Hall
Room 131 or mail $10 to:

Ricardo Zuniga
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c sale
Buy one sandwich and get the second
of eq~al value for Just 1 c and this coupon
(excludmg Crown, Inflation, Health Spa, and
Posh) Offer good thru Wed. April 11

Coupon

~ali~ lpm ..cJoslng,
mvers1ty location only
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Homemade food
is our bag.

-

Chef Salads SOc off
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No. 130
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Cheese (five varieties) reg. $1 . 7 5
~
Egg Chef reg. $1 . 7 5
Coupon good ~
Tun.a Chef reg. $1.95
anytime through=!
.. ltal1an Variety Chef reg. $2.25
4-16-78
~
!J= (four meats, two cheeses)
~
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The Nett' Mextco Daily Ln1JfJ Is publi.~hcd
Monday lh~ough Friday every reg11111r week uf
lhc Unl\-'cr.~lly Y!~ar unrl \o,.·eckly durin~ the- summl'r .St':\sion by Llw B{l:~rd of Student
PublitaUcnls. of the Univcnity of t'\ew Mex:lco,
:~ud i~ ilnt finnrwially :L~~ndal(od wllb UN,\t
Sc·tnnd d!L\~ pmlngt• paid at AlhllfJtlt..'rqm•, NC\V
M<•:rtJC'o ii713J. Suh'i{'riplion rnl<• i' .$10.00 for
llw !U·nd<·m it· YC'M.
'1'/w np~uiun.<. t•xprf·~wd nu LIH' (•d!tnr!al pu.l,\<',\
nf Ill<' narl!t l.nlm nrc• thm<' nf tlw omt!wr ~nlP\\.'
l'miwl('d np1ninn i\ that nf tlw NlHnrial hw.J;<j
ul Tlw /)milt l.fiiJtl, 1\nthitl~ printt•d irr th('
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With this Coupon

One free beveraqe

With $1.00 Purchase of our delicious homemade
fare.

Expires 4-17-78
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A Question Of PIRG

d Pro: by NMPIRG

' Play-byPlay

Con: by Sen. P·hil Hernandez

P::i

0

o-l

2:- "The people who brought you consumer ·throughout the state to recrutihg four Vll?TA
·;:;; fraud
discrimination, environmental volunteers to work with us on housing_ and
0 destru'ction, corporate .irresponsibility and
nutrition problems in Albuquerque.
.
0
u
governmental unresponsiveness will not
Our biggest mistake this past year was
·~ bring you PIRG - only students can bring probably to spend very little money
::2: you PIRG." A sayfng that's been true ever· promoting our accomplishments. We
believed that our obligation was to devote as
much of our student funds as possible to
..,; public interest work. If students don't, who doing, rather than talking about wl)at we're
~ will?
'doing. But we've learned that our student
P..
That question was never more apt than supporters, who are vital to our success,
now. There's no doubt about it, consumer must know what we're doing. Next year we' II
advocac;;y is in trouble today. Congress finally publish our own regular newsletter, among
killed the Office of Consumer Protection this ·other things, so that you do know better
year, and the Albuquerque branch of New where your money is going. And we hope
Mexico's Consumer Protection Office closed this will bring us more student participation
down a few months ago. Meanwhile, big as well as continued student support.
business antl big government, control of our Remember that NMPIRG is run by students
lives by forces beyond our control - these - studnets direct what gets done and where
· grow stronger by the day. If students won't the money goes.
try to do something about htis situation, who
Speaking of money, one other main
will
criticism of NMPIRG has been that since our
Yet NMPIRG gets criticized (by people like unique way of being funded by students has
Phil Hernandez) because some o'f our given us a somewhat different status from
projects aren't exclusively for students. If we other student organizations, somehow we've
· cared only for student interests, how could been operating outside the law, blithely
we call ourselves a Public Interest Research spending student money without any
Group? At the same time, our record of controls. Quite the contrary. Our unusual
service to students is strong - so far this status has meant that we've had 'more
year, 10 new publications, all free t.o stringent controls thah any other student
students, and before the end of semester IS organization. Our UNM contract spells out in
up, three more - for job hunters, a Guide to detail our obligations to U NM (.students and
Albuquerque Employment Agencies; for new how our money may be spen • How we'd
graduates, a Novice's Guide to lnsuran_ce; love to· have a· budget with the "expense
for us all, a Guide to Mental Health Servtces accounts,"
"contingency
funds,"
in Albuquerque. Plus classes for UNM "retirement plans" of other student
students on public interest subjects, credit organizations.
for working on their own PIRG projects,
"All students· care about these days is
conferences, speakers and trouble-shooting having fun and getting a good job."
for about 10 individual students each week.
NMPIRG exists as proof that these
We're also proud of our off-campus work
common sentiments are myths. Now is the
- everything from fighting nuclear waste to
time to prove they're false, once again. Vote
distributing more than 6000 Renter's Guides
for NMPIRG this Wednesday.

~ ~~~f:geR:!~~e~t:d~~u~~s~op~i~~~o0~~p~~~
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Once more, you have a chance to settle For instance, the Lobby Committee, with
the NMPIRG controversy. Don't let the 1/30th of NMPIRG's budget, was more
propaganda fool you; consider this:
effective with both state and city govern- 70 percent of the !Jud,get first presented mens
t ..
to the senate was salaries: $39,000 worth.
_ Many of NMPIRG's research efforts can
- Altho~gh ~MPIRG is a stat~w~de group easily be made by one person on a
and not pnmanly for students, 1t 1s almo~t telephone. Some of its publications, like the
totally funded by U~M studnets. Th1s firewood heating guide, can be had from
despite a search for outs1de funds from other_ other sources. others, like its car repair
college students.
·guide, have proven to be nearly useless.
- NMPIRG seeks ASUNM funds, but
_ NMPIRG hasn't done well with its major
doesn't want to follow ASUNM laws. If projects. The zoo fiasco (LOBO, April 7) is
these laws were changed to allo"':'e NMPIRG one of the most recent examp)es. NMPIRG's
s~ecial privileges, basic student nghts would support of NORML has also been fruitless.
d1sappear. Other groups would also demand
In short NMPIRG has become j1.1st
SP!lcial privileges.
. .
another o~erfunded big bureaucracy, no
Other PIRGs (for mstance, Kentucky different from those it attacks. This writer
State PIRG and Central New York PIRG) concludes that NMPIRG is not worth
achieve more than NMPIRG, and with less $40,000, and 1.1rges you to vote "No" on
money.
NMPIRG's budget.
- To date, NMPIRG has received more
than $100,000 just to start operations. How
How will NMPIRG operate if you defeat its
much will it need in the future?
- NMPIRG receives the second-highest budget? The answer is simple - NMPIRG
allocation
of
any
ASUNM-funded can seek a "positive check-off" system. This
way, if you want NMPIRG to get you $2, you
organization.
·
- NMPIRG cannot prove that it enjoys the check off a box when you pay tuition and
support of the studimt body, despite their pay an extra $2. This money will go directly
referenda. Yet NMPIRG continues to state it to NMPIRG and insures that PIRG's true
supporters will fund it, free of ASUNM
has that support.
control. The positive check-off has worked
at KYSPIRG and CNYPIRG. If NMPIRG
- NMPIRG challenged this writer to a doesn't want ASUNM control, it shouldn't
debate. After he accepted, NMPIRG can- get ASUNM funds.
celled out without good reason.
Remember, your vote will decide NM- NMPIRG failed to spend $10,000 of its PIRG's fate. You will have to weigh the loss
allocation last year. This money should have of a $2 refund against the red tape it takes to
gone to a number of groups that got no get the refund. You will have to weigh
money this year, but NMPIRG didn't have to NMPIRG's special privileges against your
give it back.
fights in the ASUNM Constitution. You will
have to decide if NMPIRG is worth $40,000. I
NMPIRG''s projects, while worthy, suspect you will vote "No" when you
mostly duplicate the work of other groups. decide.
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' Campa1gn Tips for CandJdatesJ. E d
· .t 1 .
1I
by o.M. Flynn 1
n orsemen 1me
This is election week at UNM.
That week when dozens of candidates assault students on the mall
with proposal after proposal in
trying to convince Joe College to
vote for them. So, on Wednesday,
about 2,000 Joe and Mary ~olleges
'flock to the polls to .cast the1r ballot
for the candidates of their choice.
Campaigning and voting are
health experiences for college
students· even if they are not
politically ambitious. Many_ m.ale
candidates tell me that campa1gmng
on the mall is a very efficient way of
meeting some of UNM's lovelies.
But for the tyro, both campaigner and campaignee, it can be a
most traumatic experience, according to Dr. Samuel Levine of the
Institute of Research Politics (IRP).
I called the doctor at his office
in Hell, Mich. and asked him if he
had any tips for the newcomer
politician on campus.
"Well, they should be very
circumlocutory in delivering their
shpiel, you know, because politics

can, at best, be very confusing and
is best left unclear. See if they start
to speak clearly without the usual
tautological phrases, then they
might scare people off. People
might think the candidate doesn't
know anything about politics if he
can't talk like a politician. Then

you--''
"Excuse please, honorable
doctor," I said, interrupting his
machine gun approach to the
English language. I then posed the
obvious question. "Doctor, what
should the candidate say by way of
introduction to potential voter?"
"Ha, I'm glad you asked that.
He should never say 'Hi, my name
is so-and-so! He should never say
that. No. What he should say ins·omething clever,
stead
is
something very unique and
original, something that says
something about something. Am I
clear on this?"
I almost fell asleep, but I
jumped to ask another obvious
question. "Could you give me some

H

examples doctor?
"Well," he continued to rattle,
On Wednesday, the LOBO will
"The candidate should approach print its endorsements for the
the voter very directly and say 'Vote ASUNM Spring General f-lection.
for me or you're dead'. That's very
effective, especially when used
We will ·print letters of enalong with a heater."
.dorsements from all campus
organizations and from as many
"Doctor," I said. "We're individuals as possible.
talking about national politics,
we're talking about student election
here. A student election is on a
much smaller scale, calls for less
drastic measures.''

,.------. /

then. Say the same
thing and flash a blade or
something like that."
Jlist then, when I heard the
tinkle of ice in a hi-ball glass, I
knew this guy was coming along
half crocked.
What I was trying to get him to
say was, "Everybody be patient
and listen to all the candidates and
vote." But he didn't say that, so
what can I say. I give up.

Editor:
I am wnt1ng in regards to
something which I saw in your
paper Mon., April 3. I was extremely offended by your caption:
"And what about men's lib?" I did
not find the picture of the man
spanking the woman at all funny or
amusing. To the contrary, I found it
repulsive. With the social fact in
mind that the numbers of women
who are beaten and battered in this

by Garry Trudeau
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country are continuing to rise, I feel
that such a caption is disgusting.
Every day women die from
physical beatings from men. Men's
liberation (unless what you term
"men's lib" is something different)
is totally opposite of what you have
portrayed. one of the goals of
Men's Liberation is to free men
from the programing which causes
them (us) to behave in a
dominating and violent way toward
women.· Men's Liberation is opposed to violence against women.
I interpreted your caption as a
sarcastic attack upon the Men's
Women's
Liberation
and
Movement. I infer from your
caption that your paper (the LOBO)
advocates violence against women.
I feel that this is grossly insensitive
to the social realities of the oppressed status of women. That
caption is what I call sexism. (Try to
substitute the woman wit~ a black
person and the bare hand with a
whip) ... It is what I call advocacy
of violence. It is what I call
irresponsible journalism.
When I saw the caption it made
my stomach turn; I almost vomited.
Rick Hopkins

<Da~a~a®~~

NffiPIRG Is On The SQIIot

Editor:
Response to April3 Editorial "The PIRG Enigma."
If the term "enigma" applies in your editorial, it may have been more
fitting to say that ASUNM is an enigma on NMPIRG. In the four years I
have been at UNM, PIRG has successfully held its status and has
successfully won each year on the spring ballot. Each year ASUNM and
the LOBO have taken the stnad against PIRG on the issue of a $2 fee
and its independent function outside of ASUNM.
PIRG provides services to the students and to the community. There
is no veil around UNM, we are affected by everything that happens
within the community, city and state. If this is the main objection to
such a group it is a travesty. The main issue that should be looked at is
whether or not NMPIRG fulfills its obligations as a public interest
research group. All I see in the LOBO are petty vindictive sentiments
without any concrete basis to stand on.
Warren Ames
Elizabeth Boyd
Elizabeth Kocon
[EDITOR'S NOTE: In the Apri/13, 1977 issue of the LOBO, we urged
students to approve funding for NMPIRG.]

One Who'll Vote No

Editor:
NMPIRG has withdrawn from helping NORML. Up until now, they
have been supplying the phones for the paraquat testing program, but
since they haven't been getting enough "media" out of it, they have
decided to quit helping NORML.
Well, PIRG, here's some of that hype you've been wanting. I, for
one, will be voting "no" on NMPIRG's allocation. I see no reason to
fund an organization with student's money that refuses to be
responsive to such student-supported groups as NORML.
JaimeRoton

VISTA Help

Editor:
In your editorial of April 4 on NMPIRG, you mentioned that one of
PIRG's accomplishments was obtaining "office help" with. federal
funds. In actuality, four VISTA volunteers were added to the PIRG staff
five weeks ago. We are two of them, Working on tenant and housing
problems. The addition of staff to work on these issues was the obvious
next step after the Renters' Guide that PIRG published over a year ago
and that so many students have used to their benefit. In our work at
PI RG, we have assisted students and others in the community through
our answering service (Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 9-12) by
mediating in tenant/landlord disputes, by establishing a referral service.
for tenants who need legal help and by informing tenants of their rights.
Students are some of the worst victims of the housing situation and we
are working at. PIRG to help.
Janice Hart
M~deline Aron

This Wed. April 12
Are We Worth The money?
Over the past year these are some of the things we've done:
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Budget
Intolerable
Editor:
The ASUNM senators have really
done it this time. They have given
us a budget that is intolerable. The
money was not budgeted to serve
the greatest number of students
possible - isn't that what it should
do? We want to encourage all UNM
students to vote NO on ALL
allocations. The budgat cannot
pass without student support. Let's
make the senate work out an acceptable budget! I
Lori Ballinger
Norah Walsl'\
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Religious Spark·s
Editor:
·
h
1 am in my first semester here at UNM and so _far many th!ngs t at
interest me have happened. Being one who trusts m Jesus Chnst I have
met many who believe as I do and I have listened to that man who
preached on the mall, George Smock. I have heard pros and c~ns about
him and about the one he spoke of, Jesus Christ.
My main concern now, though, is the fact that m~ny people are
complaining about the printing of this "religious-stu~" m t~e LO.BO. It
seems strange that people will read most everythmg pnnted t~ ~he
LOBO without one bit of argument, but when 1t comes to Chnsttan
matter the campus is in an uproar.
You who fill this category want KUNM to get those pro~r~ms that
will inform you the best. And it seems to me that you are Willing to go
so far as to please yourselves but when it comes to allowing som.eone
else the pleasure of saying or hearing what they want, you. g?t up-tight.
My criticism is not meant to hurt anyone but rather 1t IS meant to
allow people to look at what they are doi.ng. Y?u s~,Y''Iive and let live"
and yet when the line is drawn you retaliate wtth, get of: th~ cru~ch,
man." If you really meant what you said then why, not live 1t a little
better. And yet, I'll bet that when you do try and live what you say,
you'll find it much easier said than done.
. . .
Finally, let me say that I am not perfect either but I am ~rymg to live.a
life that allows me to see someone who is.not perfect, e1ther, and still
be able to say "I love you." Jesus gives me this ability and to all you,
the students of UNM, I say, without reservation, that because Jesus
loves you, so do I.
David E. Kinsey
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However, due to the volume of .:;;:
mail. we ask that each group send a
letter stating only the candidates or 13
items it is endorsing.
We will print letters we receive by ~
5 p.m. tonight. We cannot 2:
guarantee publication of letters 0
received after that deadline.
""

Caption Offends
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Who's the Enigma?
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DOONESBURY
6000 !WENING, fRJENOS,
ANO IJ/etCOMe TO THe
SECONO ANNI/AL HI/MAN
RlfiJITS AIJJARDS BAN(}/1/37'!
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Writte~ 13 publications all

• Worked with

~ORML on

FREE to students, Including:
refe~en.d'!-~ d~Ive on
Guide to child care services
decr!~Inihzatton of
Guide to heating with
mariJuana, ~nd pres.ently
d
have answering service
.
f 1rewoo
· f for
Guide to auto repair
paraq?at contannna Ion ..
Albuquerque grocery survey
• Esta_bhshed tenant answenng
service
F
I
t
h
• oug t nuc ear was e
• Helped students with
numerous problems including:
disposal
• Pushed for repeal of
Library fines policy
food tax
Access to Fine Arts Building
• Handled more than 40 phone
Bi-Lingual education
• Worked on Minority issues, including:
calls a week dealing with
consumer complaints
Bakke rally
• Taught classes for which
Coors boycott·
students got-credit
Grand jury project
If You Would Like To See Us Continue These Activities

Vote Fot N
Wed.

PIRG
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R.·J. Laino

Tad Howington

Saying the vice Pt:esident "has
6 . to be a tough guy," candidate Tad
~ Howington said he would like to
...J ·~restore some dignity to the office
.2:- of vice president." ·
~
Howington said the senate has
o not been provided with "the right
'Bu kind of leadership" and this was
~ reflected in the recent ·budget
;:: hassle.
Howington said the vice
..0 president is in a position to lobby
"' with the city council on matters·
~ such as bike routes and' 'things that
dire<;tlY affect the students."
The 21-year-old junior called
for a revamping of the NMPIRG
system of funding.
.
"They say ~hey are trying to
get outside funding," he said.
Howington said he is not in favor
of the system whereby NMPIRG
gets to keep any money it does not
spend.
Turning baqk to senate
matters, Howington said it is very
important for the vice p. resident to
know parliamentary procedure. In
that way, he said, "he can stop the
fiasco before it starts happening.
"You can't be afraid to make a
few enemies, step on a few toes,"
he said when asked about keeping
control over a sometimes unruly
senate.
Howington served as a senator
for a semester and a half before
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Tad Howington

''A handful of senators cannot
make things work," he said.
"Nothing was happening. When I
resigned I said it wasn't going to be
the last of me."
The Sandia High School
graduate said he has kept his hand
in ASUNM affairs by following
committee work very closely.
"Committees aren't as effective as
they can be, or should be," he said.
As a senator, Howington said
he served as president pro tempore
of the senate and was on steering,
finance and cultural committees.

' Vice-presidential hopeful R.J.
Laino said he would prepare a more
efficient agenda as vice president
"so the senate doesn'~ have to deal
with a lot of nonsense.''
Laino said he would eliminate
the hi-jinx by putting some cornmittee reports (which he called "a
joke") on the agenda only about
once a month and by knowing the
Sturgis rules of order very well .
The 22-year-old junior ·also
said he would not hesitate to ask a
senator to control himself during a
meeting or leave the room. "I'm a
hard-ass," Laino said. "You have
to enforce the rules."
The BUS major said he would
also emphasize lobl;>ying with the
UNM administrati'on to get things
done, rather than with the
legislature. "We're too busy trying
to get things done in Santa Fe when
most of it can be done right here on
campus."
Laino said he woulq like to see
· h t he City
· f or
AsUN M 1obbY Wit
better traffic control on Central
Ave n u e ,
m a r i j u an a
decriminalization and a better
parking situation on campus.
Priorities with the state would
include holding back tuition
inreases and student services. "It
seems strange to me that we always
have money for press boxes, but we
don't have money for library

ire~~~p~i~q~1~a~d~fu~ll~.~~~~~~~~H~e~~~n~~ir~~~n~in~g~o~niaidiuiei.~~bioi~isi.'i'~~~~~~~i
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WARNING:

The Undersigned, Chairman of the Cultural
Program Committee, has determined that the
ASUNM budget is dangerous to your wallet -

WARNING:

The ASUNM Senate has decided to reduce the
allocation to Cultural-Entertainment Programs in
Popejoy Hall from $20,000 this year to $4000 next
year.

WARNING:

The $20,000 allocation this year has enabled us to
offer you a 7 5. discount of season tickets and a 50.
discount on single events. You bought 15,000 tickets
at 1;2 price or less.

WARNING:

A $4000 allocation will result in the elimination of
such favorable discounts (best in the country). You
may expect to pay prices very close to those charged
to the public- A $1.00 discount for students - no
more.

WARNING:
The ASUNM Senate thinks you don't care! The
ASUNM Senate thinks you will not object to this
certain loss of your valued discounts! They don't
realize you have a voice in the matter! .A.nd they
don't believe that you will vote April12!

WARNING:

If the proposed ASUNM budget is defeated in the
election April 12, our hope to protect your
discounts will have a chance. Otherwise you will be
the losers.·
David Epstein, Chrm.
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R.J. Laino

Laino, who has also attended
Seton Hall University, said he
would by
work
to getupstudent
on
issues
setting
a glassinput
cubicle
in the SUB as a survey center.
Referring to memorials and such
that are passed by the senate
without input from the students,
Laino said, "We use ASUNM's
nalne too liberally."
Laino said he would fight
absenteeism in the senate "with a
clear understanding from the
beginning." He said he would

adm~~ch~~int~~W

ensure better attendence.
NMPIRG should either remain
an ASUNM organization or subject
itself to the check-off system where
stude'nts paying their tuition decide
whether or not to give $2 to NMPIRG, he said.
Laino is an advocate of an
activities fee for part-time students
but said he would like to study the
situation with the New Mexico
Union busines office before
recommending any figures.
Laino has served as a senator
for one semester and is running on
the Coalition slate.

Monday, AprillO

Noon -ASUNM senatorial candidates debate.
7:)) p.m. -A Counter History of
the United States: Part 6, World
War II, Puerto Rican Independence
movement, the Red Scare.
9 p.m. -Raices y conciencia del
pueblo: Music and discussion of
Latino issues.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. &!j).m.
UPI News at 1, 6, 8 , 11 a.m., 1
and9 p.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.

(HubbQ Hubba)

This year we've make G special effort to obtain
QUALITY ACADEmiC BOOKS ot discounts of 50%
ond motel These ore NEW books in o vost tonge
of subjects. So stock up for summer reading while
the price is tight!

About
People

Don't forget our famous BOOKS-BY-THE-INCH SALE, used
paperbacks ate still only 70 c Qn inch.

Black on Blacks

COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) Lillian F. Warren, the National
Federation of Republican Women's
Chairwoman
for
Black
Involvement, says too many blacks
automatically
support
the
democrats.
"I resent that thinking," she
said Saturday night.

•

RECORDS, tool mostly ciQSSiCQI, StQrting at ~1. 98.
Our Gift DepQrtment hos jogging shorts &' T-shirts on SQie for
spring trQining. Some fine buys in stQtionery Qnd toys QS well.

Leonard Garcia
Leonard Garcia said his major
concern is the problem with
parliamentary pro~eedure in the
ASUNM Senate and the circus
atmosphere that prevails at senate
meetings.
Garcia said that as vice
president he would be strong in
sticking to details of proceedure
and he wouldn't allow any private
discussion among the senators.
A senior majoring in political
science and economics, Garcia said
he wants to change the ASUNM
censure law to be stronger and he
would work for the impeachment
of any senator found violating
mandatory
attendance
requirements.
Garcia, who is now the
chairman of the ASUNM lobby
committee, said he would be
working more closely with the
executive committees like The
Popular Entertainment Committee,
Speakers and the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs. "I
want to make sure that they are
spending their funds properly," he
said.
On the issue of part-time
student fees, Garcia said he feels
they are necessary because UNM's
fulltime undergraduate enrollment
will decrease even more with the
establishment of a community
college in Albuquerque.
While part time students
should pay a fee on a sliding scale,
he said, "We can't take their
money without allowing them some
kind of reprc~entation."
As vice president, Garda said
he would help to lobby the
legi.>lature in Santa Fe on issues that
would effect the University. He said
he would also work to expand the
commil!ec and make it a more
professional organi7.ation through

AND, o fine selection of speciQII.Y priced gift books-cookbooks,
gQrdening, some juveniles Qnd surprises!
And in our Supply Deportment, some terrific sQvings in reQm
pQper.
We

leonard Garcia

greater researching of priorities and
a summer time lobby effort.
Part of Garcia's plan to expand the committee, he said, is to
have it lobby at a local level in city
government and the University's
administration. "Our lobby effort
in the city has been tremendously
successful," Garcia >aid of this
year's committee.
He said he would have the
committee prepare a list of approximately 20 issues that involve
students and have the senate decide
on four or five of them. That way
the committe would be actively
lobbying for student-related issues,
he said.

hope _you'll

come!

AND

BRING THIS COUPON WITH YOU FOR EXTRA DISCOUNT!

-------------------------------------------UNm

BOOKSTORE

SALE!

UNffi

BOOKSTORE

SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
- SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON

SALE!

CREDIT

UNm BOOKSTORE SALE!

SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON
SALE COUPON

WITH PURCHASE OF $10 SALE mERCHANDISE
VALID ONLY ON SALE mERCHANDISE VOID AFTER APRil 21, 1978
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Costello's music Is True
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The Lege·nd of SQtchmo

::B"' Louis Armstrong

.,

A Legendary Performer

RCA CPLJ-26!t (e)
By JANE QUESNEL
00
RCA is to be commended for
"'l?Jl this semi-documentary study of
0.. jazz great Louis Armstrong.
Complete with a narrative booklet
jammed with photographs, A
Legendary Performer covers the
years 19 32-19 70 in !Jcuts.

z"'

The list of personnel playing
with Armstrong through the
decades reads like a jazz All-Stars
Hall of Fame: Teddy Wilson
(piano), Red Callendar (bass), Jack
Teagarden (trombone), Bobby
Hackett (trumpet) and Cozy Cole
(drums), to name only a few.

l

"What a Wonderful World,"
recorded in 19 70 Oust one year
before his death), opens the album
with "Pops" singing as only he
could sing. All the other ·cuts
feature that great creative trumpet
virtuosity as well as vocals in his
own inimitable style.
The selections included range

.from a gutsy blues version of "St.
A first-class souvenir album, A
James Infirmary" (19 32) to Hoagy Legendary Performer profiles the
Carmichael's "Rockin' Chair" incomparable Satchmo, a man
(1947) and Armstrong's own loved and admired by even those
composition, ''Some Day You'll Be with no particular fondness for
Sorry" (19 47).
-jazz.

.J

'
Spiral
Vangelis
RCA AFLI-2627
By GEORGE GESNER
Vangelis, oftentimes known as
the man who said "no"to Yes, has
to be considered one of the most
innovative forces in the field of
keyboard music and electronics.
Since his collaboration with
Demis Roussos in Aphrodite's
Child, Vangelis has pursued a solo
career geared towards the musical
intricacies of the keys. Following
the successful Heaven and Hell and

letdown Albedo 0.39, Vangelis is
back on the right track with Spiral,
a musical charm combining the
melodic and technlcal aspects of his
genius. ··
The concept of Spiral is vague
at times, but it gives the artist more
room to expand his musical ideas.
The five cuts are all lengthy, thus
limiting the time restrictions that
often limit a musician's creativity.
Best cuts are "Spiral,"
"Ballad" and "To the Unknown
Man." A minus,

poet speQks
The ASUNM-GSA Poetry
Series will present a reading by
Arkansas poet besmilr brigham
tonight at 8
p.m. in the
Humanities Building Theater.
Admission is free and all are
$
00 all year plus the
welcome.
Summer Session
Ms. besmilr brigham has
completed
two new collections of
Marron Hall131
poetry, The Rainbow House and
or by mail to:
From the Lago. She collaborated
on a dancelyric drama, The
UNM Box 20, UNM
Thirteenth
Mask: Games for an
AlbuqU"erque, NM~ .
Easter Child, for · Teatro Inter87131
national: Theater of the Americas.
Her story, "The Street Called
Nightengale," will appear in the
------------------------~~------- fall issue of The Southern Review.
Other Poetry Series readings
this semester will include a reading
by David Benedetti on Wednesday,
April12; novelist Ray Federman on
Thursday, April 13; and a reading
by poet Leo Romero on Thursday,
April 20. All readings will be at 8
p.m. in the Humanities Building
Theater. Again, admission is free
and open to all.

Daily Lobo

Subscriptions

Head East: Opening up the door.

Pictures of Statdom
Head East
4&M RecordsSp-468 0
By GEORGE GESNER
With bands popping up left and right, it comes as no surprise when a
group with several excellent albums comes up with the forumla that brings
'
people around.
On Head East's fourth album titled Head East, the group outdoes
Gettin' Lucky, Get Yourself Up and Flat As a Pancake, which were all
competent works.
But, you can't keep a good band down. With that in mind the group
found producer Jeffrey Lesser who had produced, believe it or not,
Barbara Streisand, a musical style quite different than the hard rock style
of Head East. But Lesser fit right in.
There are a lot of musical discoveries that have come to light on this
album that can only help the band. The work on vocals is probably the
biggest improvement. Lead vocalist John Schlitt has one of the best voices
in the business and the improvement isn't necessarily in his voice, but in the
background vocals. The harmonies are surprisingly clean and precise.
The musicians have more of a positive attitude towards their instruments; an attitude that enables them to improvise more yet control
their exceses.
I have always thought that Head East was one of the best bands in the
country and an album like this reaffirms my position. Best cuts are
"Nothing To Lose," "Since You've Been Gone," "Pictures," "Dance
Away Lover" and "Elijah." A p,lus.

Student Activities A
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VIDEO TAPES
Sto.rring

Twyla Tharp Dance
Aprill0-16

10-3 pm Dally
In ml!l'ao loul'lge lnTh• H.f. Corn•t OfTh• Sub
•
Rctoaa ,From Pronto•
An ASUNffi/Stvd•nt Actlvlt/ta Ptodut.tlon •
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ASUNM is pleased as punch to announce
renovations have been compieted at the Office of
Research and Consumer Affairs. We are open and
under new management and want you to attend our
~ala grand opc~ing all this week in Room 251 upstairs
JU the
\\e are upen between 9-3 UJJd invite you
to come m for CQffee & doughnuts and to get to know
u~- Steve, Stan, .Iulie, and ~kip.

s-;m.

,

•.

UNM's Varsity Band will
present a free concert tonight at
8 : 15p.m. in Rodey Theater. Under
the direction of Harold Van
Winkle, the group will play a
variety of works including John
Philip Sousa's "Pride of the
Wolverines ' " . "Nadia's Theme"
and "Prairie Overture."
The evening's program will
conclude with a medley of hits from
Songs in the Key of Life by Stevie
Wonder, featuring a soprano sax
solo by David Anderson.

Pistols -his message is simply too hopeful album, one that, in a
My Aim Is True
important to let it be obscured by strange reversal is'oddly reassuring.
Elvis Costello
bizarre antics.
Columbia Records 3fJ7
I expect we will hear more
Not surprisingly, Costello is from Costello, and I imagine he will
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Of all the punk and new wave following the approach of Bruce grow, but yes or no, he has put out
musicians who have arrived and. Springstein more so th<1n the Sex an exceptional album or rock and
disappeared in the last year, the Pistols. If Jon L<~nd<~u w<~s wrong roll which is both strikingly fresh
when he said Springstein W<\S the and firmly rooted in the classis. ·
most interesting is Elvis Costello.
The energy and excitement on future of rock <~nd roll, he w<~sn't
Editor's note: Elvis Costello
his first album, My Aim Is True, is too f<~r off. But it will be the fresh, has a brand new release to be
strangely reminiscent of the very new blood of singers such as reviewed soon in the LOBO.
early Beatie albums. Costello has Costello, and Graham Parker who
the same awkward, rushing quality will drag the ailing rock and roll out
of early Beatles. He is almost of the closet and give it some welltripping over himself to get beyond needed new clothes.
his present musicial abilities. This is
The material on My Aim Is Wondergap
very rough music, but totally True is conceived from the A&MSP-4674
By JANE QUESNEL
uncompromised; he doesn't even frustration which the Stones related
The
three members of
make concessions to taste. He is too so beautifully in "Satisfaction."
Wondergap
- Andy, Holly and
busy
attacking
prevailing Costello has taken this and
-sound
like they're trying
Jimmy
presumptions of taste.
broadened it to include the comMy Aim Is True is a perfect plexities which in this decade have for a place in the Los· Angeles rock
Counttg Joe mcDonald: Lost In the 60's
title. Similar to early Dylan, Stones, made a song like "Satisfaction" scene. Unfortunately, they never
Beatles and Presley, the music is an impossible. Of course, it takes a quite make it.
In these days a group needs a
attack, a direct challenge for music whole album now rather than a
distinctive
sound - a special
to dispense with marketability, and three minute single, and· it's not
something
that
sets them apart
to become more relevant.
easy to sustain a clear, direct vision
while
staying
within
the framework
"Less Than Zero" is not so for an entire album without either
Rock and Roll Music From the Planet Earth
of
today's
styles.
Wondergap's
much a bleak vision of absurdities straying or relying on emCountry Joe McDonald
and anti-life iifestyles, as it is a bellishments, but Costello manages work is mediocre at best, although
"Do I," which opens the flip side,
Fantasy Records F-914
challenge to make life worth more very well.
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
may
be the one solid cut.
than zero. While pursuing this
Even with the frustration and
Country Joe McDonald keeps on trying. His recent album, Rock and concern, Costello holds himself
Recommended cuts include
sense of personal loss which runs
Roll Music From the Planet Earth is one of his more successful solo ef- back from the excesses of the Sex
"Isn't
It Crazy,~' "Do I" and
through the record, this is a very
forts, but as with his other records, it is seriously flawed.
"Give Me One LaSt Chance."
The problems here are McDonald's usual ones: his songwriting particularly his lyrics. The only words on this album that· really survive are
on "Darkship," the only song not written by McDonald.
There are just too many romantic sentimental and hopelessly idealistic
political views here. "Bring Back the Sixties Man" is simply unbelievable.
Lyrics such as "Woodstock is still our dream" show McDonald's difficulty
in establishing himself credibly in the present decade. This guy is still a
flower child. And he doesn't seem to understand that the reason all that
passed wasn't because we "gave up."
The music on this album holds up better, which makes the album very
frustrating. McDonald is absolutely sincere -the music shows it -but his
visions of a simplistic idealized life aren't easy to swallow.

Wondetlost
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LeBlanc & Catr: From Studio to Spotlight

Duo Finds The Light
Midnight Light
LeBlanc and Carr
Big Tree-BT 8 9 31.
By PETER RICKER
Like a shining star out of the night, a fresh new sound arises in the
midnight light for all to see and hear.
Lenny Le Blanc and Pete Carr have developed a hit single after many
years of back up work for all sorts of bands in the deep south, like the
Allman Brother Band, and others. The duo developed their own style in
the confines of the Muscles Shoals recording studio, which has been one of
the main driving forces in bringing deep southern rock to the forefront of
the music scene. An important side note about these two fine musicians is
their involvement in the Muscle Shoales Sound Rythm Section, which is
now considered one of the industries finest, and sought out by a lot of top
musicians for recording sessions.
With their hit single "Falling'' rising slowly to the top in the charts·the
two seem to have found a niche for themselves in the music industry. Even
though the fast rising single is not one of my personal favorites, it does
indicate the driving motivation which the listener can feel.
My personal favorites are the cuts, "How Does It Feel To Be In
Love" which sends the soul with the dynamic vocals of Lenny LeBlanc.
The title cut, "Midnight Light" mellows the heart with the soft driving
force of well mixed vocal harmonies with an up beat constantly changing
melody, which slides right into my personal favorite "Stronger Love."
The rhythm changes make this album one to have with melody
changes that set this duo apart from the rest.

Lost Fish At Sea

---:::===================================:::::::::---

. -.. . VIP'S BIO BOY

Welt: Heaven Helped
Heaven Help the Fool
Bob Weir
Arista AB-415
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Music evolution is quick and deceptive. When I heard Bob Weir's
band at the Civic a couple weeks ago, it occurred to me, finally, that there
is very little rock and roll appearing these days.
Heaven Help the Fool is a refreshing surprise. Weir's got that old rock
and roll spirit. This is progressive music for sure (definitely not a regression
into nostralgia) but Weir still uses the driving spirit of rock and roll to
sustain his music.
Heaven Help the Fool stands as one of the very few albums of this
decade that pushes rock and roll further without sacrificing quality or
dragging the music into a form that no longer has any connection to rock
and roll.
.
Even the lyrics themselves are a step forward for both Weir and
popular music in .general. On the six tunes written by Weir and Barlow,
Weir takes a personal tone -soemthing that has been oddly missing for the
Grateful Dead's music -which never falls into the squeamish area of
confession. There is both maturity and integrity on dus record, a combination which is sadly lacking in most popular music. On the title tune he
say, "When they offer golden apples I Are you sure you'll refuse?"
Indeed.
Weir also marks his work with humor, which, again, is almost lacking
in popular music. There are -a few hold-outs, Warren Zevon most notably,
but most music either falls to an extreme seriousness as with most of the
New Wave or Punk, or else becomes meaningless samp as with a lot of
MOR and disco tunes. The humor of Weir's "Salt Lake City:" "Salt Lake
City/Where it's so easy keepin' straight," is something I haven't heard in
too long a time.
The album as whole is completely satisfying. I'm not used to being
able to accept an album without qualifying hordes of problems. This is a
nice relief. There is movement within the album's construction. The old
Motown song, "I'll Be Doggone," fits beautifually into the patterns of
Weir/Barlow material, and yet the original material is worlds away. It is
the spirit that connects these worlds, that familiar rock and roll spirti
which echos throughout Heaven Help the Fool.

Avetage Willie Sand
Willie Alexander and the Boom Boom Band
MCA-2l'-3
By JOHN CHADWICK
1n the debut or Willie Alexander and the Boom Boom Band I can only
find two redeeming social values. It is neither funk nor punk. The album
reminds me somewhat of cheap whiskey. After a while, it is all the same.
However Billy Loosigian on lead guitar comes through with some
' espectally
·
nice rock leads,
on three cuts - "Roc k an d Ro II '78 ,""H a1'r''
and "Home Is."
But the person who really deser~es credit fo~ the most. work on the
album is producer Craig Leon, who dtd a superb JOb producmg an album
by an average band.
.
.
.
As far as lyrics go, they are mundane at best. By thts I mean they are
slightly below the average rock lyrics •

SPRINOSALE
Save up to 40% on Big Boy's All-Time Favorites
Now 2 for the combined price of $2.99 (with coupon)

~iCC leU
ts per game on their way to
ving all-city and all-district
ds for Coach Tom Hogg's
land Hornets.
Valley will be represented by
ity's leading rebounder, Mike
;ter. The 6-3 Webster averaged
rebounds per contest this
In addition, he was named to
l-ei ty and all-district teams.
/ictor White will represent Del
: High School. White, the 6-3,
nder, who is headed for
Tech via a football
rship, averaged 157 points
1.8 rebounds per game. He
first team all-city and allt selection.

I

NGFORMAL

· Sponsored By
Ballroom Dance Club

>RIL 14, 1978
8-11 PM
~BALLROOM
1.50 Members
0 Non-Members
ring the music of the
KEYS & exhibitions by
11embers of Ballroom
Dance Club
"
:es & Refreshments Served
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Going back to work?
We want to help.
A program for those persons planning
to re-enter the job ma·rket as well as
people who are entering the business
worid for the first time.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13
Albuquerque Federal Savings &
Loan Institution
The Statesman's Club of New Mexico
6400 Uptown Blvd., NE
Albuquerque
8:30 am - 12 noon
For Reservations Call: 265-5881
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No Spring Fever For Gridders
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From Lobos In WAC Opener

Wildcats Sweep Baseball Series

z"'

New Mexico wore iron gloves
in the first game, was stopped by a'
fine· pitcher in the second game and
almost lynched a couple of umpires
Saturday as they dropped a
doubleheader to fourth-ranked
Arizona both by scores of 12-4 in
the Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
The Lobos opened their own
wound, in the firsf game by making
eight errors while 12 hits, including
a homer by Les Pearsey finished off
UNM.
In the second game, Wildcat
pitcher Bob Chaulk struck out six
Lobos in a game that Arizona is
protesting despite its lop-sided
victory.
Lobo coach Vince Capelli was
asked to le.ave the game after an
argument he had with plate umpire
Bill Atencio.
Atencio had just
thrown out third basement John
Konitzer for being one of the Lobos
who voiced his opinion of the job
being done by Atencio.
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Maybe you couldn't go so far
By ED JOHNSON
as to say the Lobo defense was
LOBO Sports Writer
enjoying last Saturday afternoon's
The spring sports scene is
scrimmage, but they certainly took
· currently being interrupted by the
a lot of the joy out of it for the
screams of coaches, the groans of
offense.
players and all the other things that
Lead by the dash-and-smash
come with spring football.
Saturday
at
University
Stadium, the gruff demands of a
Lobo coaches rang out.
"Hit somebody, damn it, hit
; somebody."
The ball was snapped to the
quarterback.
Helmets clashed.
Bodies were furled and flattened.
Even UNM's biggest, 6-7, DOpound Frank Giddens was shaken
up monentarily.
· Then afterwards, the football
men of Lobo Land slapped each
other on the back, welcomed the
presence of some pretty young
ladies and made their way to their
shower.
The football players were
enthusiastic, for the most part.
They were almost having fun. But
spring practice is, by tradition, not
Earl Templeton: The man
supposed to be fun.
they
call dash and smash
UNM football coach Bill
Modnt said, . "Nobody enjoys
spring football."
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Atencio, after Capelli refused
to leave, awarded a forfeit to
Arizona. Assistant New· Mexico
coach Terry McDermott persuaded
Atencio to come back on the field
and continue umpiring with Capelli
sitting the rest of the game out.
That'.s when Arizona coach
Jerry Kindall got upset and did a
little hollering of hi~ own and
announced that the remaining seven
innings would be played under his
protests.
There were a couple of times
during the game when one umpire
would be jawing with a coach while
the other would be exchanging
opinions with the Lobo bench.
But getting back to the games
that were played, the Lobos had to
use five pitchers during the doubleheader before the last one, Danny
Muth, shut the Wildcats out in the
last two innings.
John Cherney, the Lobo
pitching staff ace, started the

second game but left after four
innings, having given up eight runs
on nine hits. Cherney is now 6-2.
In the series opener played
Friday night, the Lobos blew a 7-2
lead as the Wildcats rallied for eight
runs to down-UNM 10-8 •
The Lobos record is now 23-14,
whil~ Arizona ,up its rec.ord to 29 -6.
All-WAC second baseman
Pearsey ofArizona went six-fornine and batted in six runs, while
scoring four others himself.
With Arizona State sweeping
its three-game series against TexasEl Paso and the Wildcats taking
three from the Lobos, it looks like
it is going to be the usual race in the
WAC southern division with the
two Arizona schools leading the
way, UNM fighting to keep up with
them and UTEP hoping to win at
least one game.

Steve Muccio nailed on a close play at first base.

..
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All Levi's

Arizona plays 'monkey in the middle' with Lobo John Cifelli

..Freshman Harrier Shines

I

Student Activities~
.

~~~

Presents

VIDEOTAPES
Starring

Twyla Tharp Dance
Aprill0-16
10-3 pm Do.lly
tn ffioso.loungP In The ~.E. Corna-r Of The Sub
Rcro•a hom Prontca
An RSU~mtswcf•nt Actl'fltles Ptoductlon '

ORCR

Thursday, April 13; and a rtaumt
by poet Leo Romero on Thursday,
April 20. All readings will be at 1l
p.m. in the Humanities Building
Theater. Again, admission is free
and open to all.

Varsity Bnnd.

and the sprint medley relay team
came in second with a time of
3:17.99.

i

UNM's Varsity Band will
present a free concert tonight at f~
8 :I5p.m. in Rodey Theater. Under
[
the direction of Harold Van
1
Winkle, the group will play a
r
variety of works including John
Philip Sousa's "Pride of the
Wolverines," "Nadia's Theme"
and "Prairie Overture."
The evening's program will
conclude with a medley of hits from
Songs in the Key of Life by Stevie
Wonder, featuring a soprano sax
solo by David Anderson.

Pacing the Lobo victory in the
distance medley relay race were
Miyigo Ongwae, Jay Quade.

Women Golfers
Capture Invite
The UNM women's golf team successfully defended their title at the
36-hole Judy Rankin Golf Classic this past week in Midland, Texas.
The women golfers of UNM defeated a fifteen team field with a learn
score total for the two· days of 615UNM was followed by TCU with 635md
Texas Tech with 641.
Lobo golfers Nancy. Romero and freshman Patti Curtiss were .the lop
golfers individually and won the medals for the tournament. Curt1ssshot
rounds of 77, and 74 and Romero shot 76, and 75Curtiss shot the lowest
round of the tournament on the final day with a 7 4.
First round leader Jan Grove of TCU golfed to an 8 0 on the final
round and settled for a third- place tied with UNM's Cindy Kelliher at 1~
four-strokers behind the leaders. Kelliher had rounds of77 and 78 .
Senior Barpara Berry had a total of 1B , Kim Eaton followed with 162
and Sherri Chandler was next with 166 to round out the field for the UNM
team.
The lady linkers will travel this week to participate in the Lady Sun
Devil invite which will take place in PHoenix, Arizona, Aprill1-13.

Ferns Take Third

~
ASCSM b pleased as punch to announce th
renovation!> have been completed
the Office of
Research and Con~umer Affair~. We are open and
under ney, management and want you to attend our
~ala grand opening all thi~ week in Room 251 upstairs
I in the ~LB. \\ e are open het ween 9-3 and rnvite you
1 to come in for coffee & doughnut~ and to get to know
u'> --Steve, Stan, .luli~. and C.,kip.

at

The UNM women's softball team came out of the state of Arizona
over the weekend with a third place finish at the Wildcat Invitational
Softball Tourney.
1n the opener, the women dumped host team Arizona by a score of l0. Last year, the Wildcat women finished second in the nation.
The women then defeated Glendale Community College 2-0 then lost
the New Mcixco State 3·2 and to Ari1ona Stale 2-0.
Commenting on the win over Arizona, coach Susan Craig said, "We
really rlaycd well, probably the be.1t weekend of softball we've played. We
hit well, we had good pitching, and made very few errors."
Nt!Xl weekend the women travel to Phoenix, Aril. for ~onfcrcn~c
garm:•, again1t ASU, Arizona, and New Mexico State.

man Preston Dennard, UNM is not
in trouble with the lack of talent
waiting in the wings.
Dave Wyrick, who will be a
junior next year, said, "Personlly
I'm improving."
And concerning spring practice
thus far, Wyrick said, "The people
who really want to play are in
shape. They're the ones who play
hard."
Receiver Carl Foster, one of
the select freshmen to make last
year's varsity, said, "We're coming
along, but of course, we've still got
a way to go."
Finding a quarterback is one of
the ways UNM still has to go.
Wright, one of the five Lobo
quarterbacks who is injured,
watched the scrimmage with a clipboard in hand and said, "The
hitting was real tough out there.
We've got that intensity which
makes up for our mistakes."
Curt McGill, who was a
quarterback in high school, but has
played cornerback for UNM,
returned to his high school
position. Mondt said of McGill's
transition, "He's going to make a
good quarterbak."

All-American Mooney
Leads 'Pack to Invite

LOBO photos by Phyllis M. Kushner

All lee

show put on by linebacker Earl
Templeton, the Lobo defense
constantly swarmed UNM's offense
which was without last year's three
top quarterbacks C.J. "Jones, Brad
Wright and Noel Mazzone,
Also sitting out was UNM's
fullback Mike Williams, who needs
less than 100 yards to be the ail-time
leading rusher at UNM.
But Saturday's cheers went
mostly to the 6-1 Templeton, who
was injured most of last year.
Templeton showed his optimism whe he said, "When the
offense gets some people back we'll
have a shot at winning the WAC."
Mondt said, "Earl is really a
good football player."
Mondt named his defensive
front li.s the team's strong point,
saying, "They'll have to block us,
no doubt about that."
"You never know; during
spring practice, if our defense is
c
''"
very good or our o f .ense
1sn
t, he
said.
But there is·at least one part of
the offense which is strong, according to Mondt, and that is the
receivers.
.
Despite the loss of the magic

The prestigious All-America?
Golf Classic will take place th1s
week in Houston, Tex., and five
Lobo golfers will represent UNt~.
Captain and AII-Amencan
Mitch Mooney leads the 'Pack
followed by junior Jeff McMillian,
junior Chris Nordling, Las <:ru~es
freshman John Fields and Jumor
transfer Joe Stensberry.
.
"We've had plenty of pracuce
and now I think we should .be
ready," said Lobo coach Dwame
Knight.
"We should reach o~r
peak by the Western Athlct~c
Conference championships which IS
in the first week on May."
.
"Three guys arc performmg
real well and they will form the

nucleus of the team traelling to
Texas," said Knight.
It will be a four-day tournament with many of the nation's
top teams competing including
number-one ranked Oklahoma

With a few exceptions, Mondt
said his offense is being run mostly
by those he considers ''first team."
In a couple ofweeks the spring
sports scene will again belong to
base-running, baton-passing and
the other spring sport activities.
But for now, those sports wil
have to share the attention with the
men wearing the helmets and pads.

-....
0

And the Lobo report for now,
as Mondt sees it, is, "They've been
playing hard and their attitudes are
pretty good."

.
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Pre-Medical Students
Current undergraduate pre-medical students may now compete for
several hundred Air Force scholarships. These scholarships are to be
awarded to students accepted into
medical schools as freshmen or at
the beginning of their sophomore
year. The scholarship provides for
tuition, books, tab fees and equipment, plus a $400 monthly allowonce. Investigate this financial alternative to the high cost of medical
education.
Contact:

M.Sgt. Larry L. Wilke

SUNGLASS HD'OTS

P0Box20067
Denver, Colo. 80220
or call (303) 837-4525

. Ray.Bans, Photo-Chrome:
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polori.zed.

Casey Optical Co.
(ru•xt dnor to C&f'Y R'l'xCJII Drug.

Deadline for application is

•

. Lomas at Washington
255-6329

Aprll18, 1978.

State, number-two ranked Brigham
Yoimg University, number-three
host Houston, Arizona State,
Georgia, Texas, Wake Forest,
North Carolina, Oregon and San
Diego State.

Women Place

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions

New Mexico women distance runners Susan Vigil and Janet
Wroblewski each captured second place in their respecrive events Saturday
in Tempe, Ariz. at the Arizona State Invitational.
Vigil covered 8 00 meters in the time of 2:12.3 to _grab se~ond place
and Wroblewski, a freshman out of Albuquerque C1bola H1gh, ran a
10:09 .9 in the 3,000-mcter run to also capture second p!ace.
.
.Other Lobo women to score in the meet were Cmdy Ashby plact~g
third in the 8 00, Rene Coffield placing sixth in the high jump. The m1le
relay team placed fifth.

$1Qoo full year plus the

Summer Session

Marron Halll31
or by ma1! to:

·)

UNM Box 20
Univ of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131

For Prep Classic Apri121 & 22

Duke City Cagers Selected
The names of ten Albuquerque
prep basketball players were added
to the list of participants invited to
the Wendy's Basketball Classic,
said Jerry Chavez, selection
committee chairman.
The classic will be held at
Highland High School on April 21
and 22.
The format will be a
doubleheader played each night
featuring the best high school
basketball players from throughout
the west.
Heading the list of those from
Albuquerque is Steve Rogers, the 64 leaping City Prep Player of the
Year from Albuquerque High
SchooL Rogers scored 21.7 points
per game and gathered 16 rebounds
per contest en route to being named
Albuquerque Prep Player of the
Ycar by The Albuquerque Tribune.
Other honors Rogers recveivcd
this year are first team all-city
firsHeam
all-district
selection,
selection and first team all-state
selection. Rogers was atso·on the
district and state all-tournament
teams. He will also be on the North
team in the NMAA North-South
Basketball game to be held in early
August.
Recently, Barry Sollenberger,
editor of Joe Namath's National
Prep Maga;.inc, nnnounced that
Rogers was !.elected to thr "Dandy
Dozen," a pn•p nll·!.lar team
covering tit~ !'om .. rale area of
Ari1ona, Cnlmado, Nt•w Mexko
and Utnh.
Joini!lt' RnV!'I'• lfl the Wendy's

Classic is Albuquerque High team
mate llobbv Sweet.
The 6-2 Sweet, who was
probably the most phsyical
basket.ball player in Albuquerque
this year, averaged 1<1 rebounds and
I L. 9 points per game.
Sweet will alsl1 participate on
the North team in this wmmer's
North-South battles. Ill addition,
Sweet tllso received the all-city, alldistrict and all-state honors.
Highland High School will abn
have two participants in thi> year's
Wendy's Classic.
They arc 6-0
guards, Joe Bradley and 1\larshall
Smith.
Smith averaged l55points per
game and Bradley averaged 13.4

pomts per game on their way to
receiving all-city and all-district
award~ for Coach Tom Hogg's
Highland Hornets.
Valley will be represented by
the city's leading rebounder, Mike
Webster. The 6-3 Webster averaged
17.9 rebounds per contest this
vear. In addition, he was named to
the all·city and all-district teams.
Victor White will represent Del
Norte High School. \Vhite, the 6-3,
Z![pounder, who is headed for
Texas Tech via a football
scholarship, averaged 157 points
and 11.8 rebounds per game. He
was a first team all-city and alldistrict selection.

SPRING FORMAL
Sponsored By

- ~ UNM Ballroom Dance Clttb

" APRIL 14, 1978
8-11 PM

.

SUB

BALLR00~1

$1.50 Mcm bcrs
$3.00 Non-Members
FPnl nring tht• music of tlw
FOl'H KEYS & t•xhibitinns by
tlw mcmlwrs of Ballroom

Ihm•t• Club
l1<>t>l' l'l'ilt'~ & lh•fH•shnwnls S,t>rH•d

Going back to work?
We want to help.
A program for those persons planning
to re-enter the job market as we_ll as
people who are en t~ring the busmess
world for the first t1me.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13
Albuquerque Federal Savings &
Loan Institution
The Statesman's Club of New Jfexicu
6400 Uptown Blvd., NE
Albuquerque
8:30 am - 12 noon
For Reservations Call: 265-5881

ILL['.'
.. ..:J .~TlyGirl"
~

SERVICES

People

1

I

~-------------------------------------------
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Clasalfleda
1.

PERSONALS

fREE. BOULDER WEEKEND: Tow my VW Van
· from Truth or Consequences to Boulder arld 1 will
pay your· round-trip e'lpenscs and provide you with
housing, meals 1 and hospitality. Call (303) 494-5360

collect,

04/13

CONTACTS?1?

POLISHING

Casey Optical Company, 255-8736

N

&

SOLUTIONS,

tfn

ACGURA l'E INfORMATION ABOUT con·
u:aceptlon, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294-0f71.
04(28
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?1?1 NaiUral Sound
Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third

month--the longest sale in the history of New Mexico,
All6.98list LP's are 3.99, aU7,981ist LP's are4.89.
Higher list LP's and all" tapes, 1.00 off regular price,
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1,99 up. Bring down your un.wantcd records and
tapes and traPe for cash or new music. Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across ffom
Hippo lee CJeam), and 8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
tfn
now available, SUB Bo~ Office, '$2.50.
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING mt:~st go spring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense
everything up to 40, per cent off at Pipe &-Tobacc~
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM, M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5, (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
HAIR-AUDITIONS-SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas,
Santa Fe. Come and/or call983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240 for information.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, April
lOth thru April 15th, Meet in Johnson Oymat 4:30 by
trophy case.
04/11
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ-Vote the veterans
04/12
for ASUNM senate.
FOUR MORE JSSUES Gallagher, and kiss my royal
04/10
Irish!
'
GALLAGHER: LAME DUCK editors never die
they get jumped to page six.
04/I

of the Ballroom Club, $1,50 for members. $3.00 for
non~members. In the UNM Main Ballroom. There ·
will be door prizs_and refreshments_ .served.
04/14

UNM BOOKSTORE SALB now in progress.

2.

M.S. & S.C.: He'll eat nutritious, high protein and
swallow raw cggst R.C.
04/10
MARY SCHWERING-LET'S forget aboulsummer
school and fly to England. Shall we meet at Piccadilly
Circus or would you prefer Soho1 Freddie Laker, Jr.
04/14
SAVE M<;J.NEYJ 10 speed tune-up: $9.50 plus parts.
Personal service, expert repairs, low prices. Tire and
tube sale in progress thru 22 April. Richmond Bicycle
Supply, 102 Richmond NE, 266·1611. Kevin. 04/14
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS Segovia method.
Beginners welcome, Near UNM. 26~9291.
04/14
?QUI EN SABE QUE cs cl TCH? Pd for by Chris.
04/10
IT'S H. HOPPER for your dancing pleasure 'at
Ned's, dance jtil2 am this week.
04/10
THE UNM BALLROOM Dance Club is sponsoring a
Spring Formal Aprlll4, 1978··8~ll pm~ Featuring the
music of the Four Ke)'S and exhibitions by members,

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: LEVI JAGKET, n~ar Art Dept. Office.
04/12
Identify and claim in Art Dept. Rm. 204.
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR IN UNM Kiva
chusroom, two weeks ago, Identify. 277-4034. · 04/I2
REWARD!! SMALL, BLACK. pregnant (7) Terrier; .
lost from Zimmerman during Spring break, 281-5817.
04/12
fOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify. Kim,
880-1258.
04/10

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW -COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tin
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editOrial system. Technical, general, legal, medical.
04/29
scholastic.' Charts & tables. 345-2125.
)(INKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7?87,
tin
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT, Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/10
TYPING- CALL 266-0142,
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
revision, research. 281-3001.
04/10
ACCURATE TYPING BY professional, 242-2266.
04/21
TYPI,NG EXPERIENCED, MANUSCRIPTS,
appraisals, bulletins, engineering, legal, medical. can
266-4770.
04/14

i 4.

GET OFF YOUR ASS and vote-COALITION.04/10
EXPERIENCE COUNTS--VOTE for Mimi
Swanson o\.SUNM president Aprill2. p/b reg. 04/10
MAKE 1 .. SENATE responsible lo the students!
Vote NO en ALL ASUNM Qudgel allocations! 04/12
FREE PUPPY. 9 week old female shepherd cross-call247-2034or243-7123.
04/11
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOURJI Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
envelope, Scuba Office before 4/14/78,
04/12
HATS! HATS! HATS! Make your own and get a
prize at La Posada's Mad Hatter's Contest, Aprlll2,
at 6 pm in dining hall. For information, call Mrs.
Compton at277·5415.
04/11
STUDY IN ECUADOR, UNM's Andean Center
application deadline April 17. Contact Ortega 229:
277-2636.
04/14
FREE TO GOOD HOME: neutered male cat, 1 yr.
04/10
Beautiful coat. Call Jane, 277-6346 B·S pm.

04/14

HOUSING

fURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid. 1710
Coal Pl. SE. Call898-1254.
04/10
ROOMY l·BDRM FURNISHED apartment, utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Caii898-12S4.
04/10

FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occupancy, 1974
14 X 65 Town and Country mobile borne. 2 bedroom,
I J/4 baths, fully carpeted. 898·7171,
04/13
fEMALE, NON-SMOKER, WANTED to share 2·
bdrm, 2-bath, N, Valley home with sunroom, den,
f.p. Sl40. 344-6207.
04/14
SUMMER TERM: CANTERBURY Co-op, small coed residence, single room, kitchen privileges, near
campus, $200.00.
04/14
AVAILABLE APRIL 15th, furnished one bedroom
duplex apartment wilh fireplace; block from campus·
Sl60 with deposit. 293-5602.
04/14
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 AshNE, 243-2881.
04/10
STUDENTS: GOING HOME for the summer? Want
to )(ccp your house? I need one from late May to late
Augu5t. 877·0277,
04/14
ROOMMATE WANTED. SlOB per montlj. Call
Bruce at 298-7S66 or 294-4363 for Info.
04/18
BIKE TO CLASS. Fully carpeted 2-bdrm. Kids, pets,
04/14
$115. Cali262·17Sl. Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
BUY WITH RENT 4-bdrm house. Fenced, kids, pets,
SJ50. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
04/14
3-BLKS TO UNM, Finally furnished l·bdrm. S2S
utllt~les paid. Call262-175l, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14

5.

YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 901 series Ill speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAl 6300 10 _inch r~el to reel tape
dec~ for just $1000, Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
leave message.
tfn
10 SPEED ''ASTRA'' Bicycle 1\.1: years old-~
excellent condition-·plus extras, $65. Call Earl 268·
9949.
04/10
1%7 PLYMOUTH, GOOD WORKING condition,
4-door, very reasonable. 6614 Central SE.
04/IO
UNCLAIMED LA.Y·A-WAY. TaPpan microwave
oven, brand new browning element, adjustable
shelves. Very small monthly payments. 266-5872,
04/10
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum cleaner, clean oil and adjust, $3~5. 2665871.
04/10
SINGER SEWING M'ACHINE. Equipped to buttonhole, monogram, darn, fancy patterns. Pay
$19.00 and take machine. 268-4393.
04/10
NEW SANSUI RECEIVER system. Will sacrifice
equity. Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only I system. Assume small monthly payments, 2665871.
04/10
SONY TRINJTRON COLOR~ Big screen, tint
controls, new factory warranrr. take over small
monthly payments till balance is paid orr. 266-5872.
04/10
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Color
tele~ision, unclaimed lay-a-way, automatic, fine
tumng, No d~wn payment, small monthly payments.
266-4393.
04/10
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200. 268-8303, 2680754.
04/11
'72 VEGA SEDAN. Excellent condition. Economical
4-speed. $800. Must sell. Ca\1881·2670 after 5 pm.
04/11
'72 DA!~UN- FASTBACK. Top condition, New
tires, battery, clutch. $1250 or ben offer, Must sell,
Call881·6852 after 5 pm.
.., 04/1 I'
'72 PLYMOUTH $750,266-9882.
04/11
1962 PONTIAC STARCHIEF--clean, dependable
transPortation--242~9566,
04/14
1973 VW BUG. Excellent mechanical condilion.
Metallic blue. 294-4576.
04/14
·1964 VOLKSWAGON. Good transportation. $400,
277-4795.
04/14
RED KIRBY~-ONLY $59 with commercial heavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04/10
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition.
883-4430.
04/10
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
leadmg edge~, mverted struts, excellent condilion.
836-0134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/12
72 TOYOTA 4-DOOR WAGON, 4-cyl, 4 speed,
overhauled, economical, dependable, nice car. SI775.
345-5138.
04/10
PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. $220/pr.
255-22?4, 294-3416.
04/13

6.

13,14; Ca,U Urban Observatory 277·5638 for appointment.
04/ll
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Council Inc,: DIRECTOR··
pUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. Intercontinental
group home. MA Guidance & Counseling, experience
Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 265-9860,
04/I4
in programmatic planning, supervision, implementation, leadership and coordination..
BRITRAIL PASSES, EURAIL passes, and
STUDENT ADVISOR--two positions. One full·time,
European summer event schedules available at
one part-time. Third year college students or com·
InteJcontinental Travel Cen~re, 107 Girard SE, 255parable experience. HOUSEPARENTS-·One married
6830,
04/14
couple and relief houseparent part-time. BA in Social
Scien,e or comparable experience. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience in effective interpersonal ,
relationships preferably with Natvie Amer.ican Youth SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line, Slightly used
is desirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All but still under warranty. Push button bobbin" winder
Indian Pueblo Council Inc., lOIS Indian School Rd, blind hems, l1as hundreds of fancy stitches. Regular!~
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197, Deadline, $800, now $150 cash. 296-lll5.
04/10
Aprill4.
04/11
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
SUMMER EMPLOYM!lNT. CIMARRONCITA Wedding rings, jewelry for all occa~ions, 344-6470
Boys Camp interviewing for counselors, Postions after6 pm, Gary Abeyta,
04/24
available to men with experience in Arts & Crafts, or
SOLAR
POWER
PRODUCTS
for
home
or
business,
N.R.A. Riflery. For further -information, call Bill
3:30 to 5:30, 266-4137.
04/10 Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 25~-3)67, TODAY.
04/20

EMPLOYMENT

3.

MISCELLANEOUS

TO DAY'S. CBDSSWDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS 50 Support
1 Narrow land 51 Thaws
point
54 Oration
5 Gender:
58 Very inAbbr.
teresting
9 Looks over 62 Emboss
hastily
63 Want
14 Pram
greatly
pusher
64 In the dis15 Greek gulf
tant past: 2
16 John-----:
words
Explorer
66 Legends
17 Not called
67 Historic
for
times
19 Boston Gar- 68 Stratum
de_ns
69 Organ
20 Cuts down
70 --- · prece21 Be overly
dent
blasphemous: 71 Muffs
3 words
DOWN
23 Armadas
25 ---·-and
Drang:
1 Tobacco
Literature
product
style
2 Inset
26 Second3 Colored
year stude
linen tape:
28 Shish ---·-·:
Var.
Var.
4 Highest
32 Jet aircraft
5 French
creations
month
37 Hold back:
6 Equips with
2 words
weapons
38 Gold: Sp.
7 Frets: Infor39 Stage promal
duction
8 Kingston or
41 Humorist
West Point
George--student
42 Class
9 Badly
45 " ... a---marked
----· out of a 10 Spanish
sow's ear"
oath
48 Garment
11 Seth's
part
brother

UNITED. Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

Fine quality spring and
summer
clothing-sporty
panls suib. chic dresso:.
Frmch jeam, scperales and
much more.

12 Taboo joke:
Informal
13 Office copy:
Informal
18 Early fur
merchant
22 Diving bird
24 Sprit
27 Goes
quickly
29Persian
poet
30 Sprouts
31 Graf ----:
Ger. admiral
32 Teeth
33 City on the
Oka
34 Nobody
35 56: Roman
36 Act moodily
40 Manages
somehow
43 Extractor

~

--- c--zaiZ Cent. SE 268-85_15

44 High mounlain
46 Gazes.
47 Elevate
49 Jujube
52 Glazed
Items
53 Breathe
vibrantly
55 Excavator
56 Movie
award
57 Margosa
trees
58 Hormone
medicine
59 Slope: Scot.
60 Spanish
parlor
61 Winged insect
65 Gen. Serv.
Admin.

Marc Gordon-ASUNM senatorial candidate
Marc Gordon, 19, is a part-time
student who said he would like to
find out the opinions of the student
body by using space in the LOBO
for questions.
"I'd like to get surveys in the
LOBO about how the stuct'ents feel
about major issues. I feel most
people are apathetic about student
government," he said.
Gordon said he feels the Lobby
Committee could be revamped to

include a summer lobby to get more
funds for UNM.
''The committee is badly handled
now. I'd approach the students
first," he said.
·
Gordon said that he would try to
form a lobby of about a hundred
people to show the House and
Senate Finance Committees that
there is student strength.
He said that he supports NMPIRG but has reservations on their

~

-

budget. "I don't think they should
be funded by the students,"
Gordon said.
He said the NMPIRG should get
its funding from the state.
On the ASUNM Senate budget,
Gordon said, "I don't think they
did very well on their allocations.
They · really cut out the Culture
Committee."
On the part-time students activity
fee. he said, "J think they shoul-d
pay a fee because they use the same
things paid for by ASUNM."
A sophomore majoring in
political scien~:e, he said he has had
high school experience in student
government.
"I think I would represent the
majority of the students, since the
majority
of
students
are
apathetic," Gordon said.

Jeff Piper

~
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David Epstein
David Epstein is a 24-year-old
senior running for senator under
the Student Alliance Party. Epstein
is a major in elementary education
and attended high school in
Chicago and classes at the
University of Illinois.
While at the University of Nev•
Mexico, he is currently serving as
chairman of the Cultural Committee and also serves as President
of the Jewish Student Union. He
also puts in time working at
Zimmerman Library.
Epstein said his major concern
was the priorites of funding groups
in ASUNM. He said the senate
should "realign the priorites of
organizations.''
The candidate said that students
shouldn't be the only funding
source for NMPIRG, because the
organization serves the state. He
said that students are getting little
benefit from it.
Epstein supported the part-time
student fee saying that since these
students take advantage of
ASUNM services they should pay
on a percentage scale.
Epstein said ASUNM should

Marron Hall, Room 105
·Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Senatorial candidate Jeff Piper
said he would rely heavily on
lobbying efforts to benefit the most
students if elected to the ASUNM
Senate.
Piper said he spent a good deal of
time in Santa Fe during the most
recent legislative session working
on issues that affected UNM
students. "I'll try to push bills and
legislation that benefit all
students," Piper said.
The 20-year-old sophomore said
he would work for more evening
and late-afternoon classes for parttime students and would ask for a
$1 per hour fee for part-timers.
Piper, a graduate of Eldorado
High School, said he is in favor of
manadatory impeachment
proceedings for senators who miss
more than three meetings in a
semester.
In addition to intensifying lobby
efforts in Santa Fe, Piper said he
would like to see the Lobby
Committee intervene on the
students' behalf with the faculty
senate. "Too many times there is
legislation passed by the faculty
that affects the students and the
students don't have any input,"
Piper said.
A member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, Piper said the Lobby

Using a plan for a committee to
determine student needs and
assessment of those needs, Kathy
Keller, a candidate for ASUNM
Senate, said she will fill the gap
between the students in general and
the senate.
"I would like to try to get more
unity on the student senate. We
need better attendance and less
fighting.':
Keller ~lso said she would like to
see more efficiency in the senate.
Keller a twenty-year-old junior,
said there should be a part-time
student fee because "part-time
students are affiliated with UNM
and a part-time fee might help parttime students do more things with
Jeff Piper· Student Alliance
University."
the
Committee "is respected by the
In
reference to PIRG, Keller, a
City Council." He sald that respect
could be used to get some share of communicative disorders and
the parking ticket fines which are psychology major said, it "needs to
collected from cars ticketed on be reevaluated and reorganized."
Keller, who is running on the
campus. At present, the city
receives the revenues from those student Alliance ticket, said PIRG
tickets but UNM pays the salaries should be alloted funds dependent
upon their services and how they
of the meter maids.
Piper said the New Mexico are operating.
Keller said she would lobby to get
Public Interest Research Group
more
faculty to teach late afternoon
"has a lot of potential but just
•
doesn't serve the students." He and night classes.
Keller
said
she
wanted
to
"get
a
said NMP!RG's funding is "kind
of extreme.''

Bobby
Halton

David C. Epstein
·Student Alliance
direct their lobby efforts towards
university funding, traffic safety
and keeping the tuition down.
Talking about the relationship
between the senate and the
president, Epstein said there should
be a compromise on both sides and
the president should be represented
at all the meetings.

Bobby Halton ·Independent

Bobby Halton, 22, an ASUNM
senatorial candidate, said that he
would like to see a standing
committee started to handle both
homecoming and fiesta events.
He said that if the standing
committees were started, "there
wouldn't be the confusion and lack
of experience that usually follows
fiesta and homecoming."
Halton said he would try to
influence the University into
building a concert arena that would
hold approximately 15,000 people
He said that because of the
expansion of Johnson Gym, there
will be a third less rock and roll
shows there. In addition, Popejoy
Hall is not available for these
shows, he said, so there is a need
for a separate concert arena.
"That way, we wouldn't have to
worry about scheduling," Halton
said.
On the issue of NMPIRG, he said
that the organization puts out
valuable information. "They
should submit a budget. There
should be a valuatory system set
up."
As a senate advisor to the
Popular Entertainment Cor"lmittee,
he said, "It's really going to be a
Kathy Keller·
different situation with Wyatt
Moore (chairman of PEC) and
Student Alliance
Tom Hogg (assistant dean of
general type interest going" in the students) leaving."
senate.
Halton said part-time students
Keller, a graduate of Sandia High must be allowed to vote on a
School, said she is a member of St. referendum for fee.
John's Cathedral, Head Start and
"It's a viable alternative for
Chi Omega sorority.
raising money," he said.

Kathy Keller

2923 San Ma1eo 8)\ld. N.E. 883~1276
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the constitutiOn would clarify the term Moody said.
"officer" and would make it illegal for any
The Student Affairs Committee would be
ASUNM senator to serve as an officer of any
ASUNM-funded organization.
replaced by the International Affairs
Moody sald this amendment is important Committee which is the subject of the sixth
because the constitution in unclear in its amendment. The amendments states that the
definition of an officer.
committee will set policy for the Inter"There was almost· a court case on this,
national Center and "all programs aimed at
but with the amendment, once you are a effectuating social, cultural and intellectual
senator that's about all you can do," he said.
exhanges between the UNM academic
community and its foreign students."
In Art1cle 1Y, Section 3-B-6 the term
"president" will be changed to "president of
Moody said the committee is listed in the
the university" if the amendment is passed. faculty directory as a joint student-faculty
Moody said the mistake was typographical in committee and it should be listed in the
the original document.
ASUNM constitution.
The fifth amendment deletes Article III,
Students will be asked to vote yes or no on
Section 6 sub-section E that deals with the the amendments in tomorrow's election.
The amendments require a two-thirds
Student Affairs Committee. The committee
majority
for passage.
has not been in existence for sometime,

Tuesday,April11, 1978

\ 4." same day
NoMinirnum .

In addition to choosing a president, vice
president, 12 senators from a field of 27
candidates al)d 29 bw;lget items, students
voting in tomorrow's elections must also vote
on six consti tutiona1 amendments ..
; Wade Moody, ASUNM attorney general,
said the amendments are basically points of
clarification.
"What we're trying to do is clear up the
constitution and maybe alleviate some
problems that might arise," he sal d.
Senator Phil Hernandez, who sponsored
all the amendments in the senate, said,
"There is nothing profound about (the
amendments).
"All the amendments do is clear up
various holes in the constitution. No
document is· ever perfect when it is first

written, iust like the U.S. Constitution and
there are 26 amendments to that," he said.
Two of the amendments deal with the
ASUNM election procedures and the makeup of the elections commission. The first
amendment includes two additions to Article
V,II, Section 4: special elections to fill senate
vacancies shall not be held between the sixth
week for the semester and the general
election and no elections shall be held on
weekends, vacation days or the summer
session.
As to the make-up of the elections commissiOn, an amendment to Article VII,
Section 3B will remove the president and vice
president from the commission. If the
amendment is approved, the com.fission
would be composed of four students appointed by the president and one senator who
is not a candidate in the election.
An amendment to Article I, Section 1 of..
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Discount Prices!

By D. M. t'L YNN
LOBO News Editor

N.ew Mexico

LIVE-IN AIDE for young han.dicap women. Female
preferred. Call after 5:30 pm. Basically evening and
weekend work. Must drive. Call821-7135.
04/11
OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. America, Ausualia, Asia, etc, All fields, SSOO~
SJ200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490. Dept. NB.
Bcrkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
EARN $50 A DAY making deliveries. Must have car,
must be outgoing, Call Micah at883-8182.
04/10
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER. OPINION surveys,
part time; no e:otperience necessary, Will train;
students/non-students: interviews to be held April

at

Ballot Amendments

7.· TRAVEL

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories
JJ Moped, 3222 Centrai~E, 268-3949.
04!14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C~90 blank
casseHes! UD: $3,25, UDXL: $4, Minimum 6
Firefly, 256-1495.
04/17

European Fashions

1rench Connecfion.lnc.

FORSALE

